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ABSTRACT

Chiang, Ching-Shoei. Ph.D, Purdue University, August 1992. The Euclidean Distance Transform. Major Professor: Christoph M. Hoffmann.
The medial-axis transform (MAT), also called skeleton, is a shape abstraction
proposed by computer vision, and has a number of important engineering applications
such as finite-element mesh generation. The theory for the MAT of 2D solids is
investigated. We prove the uniqueness, divisibility and connectedness properties of
the MAT of 2D solids. Algorithms are proposed to extract the MAT based on two
criteria, the maximal circle criterion and the equal distance criterion. The algorithms
which use the maximal circle criterion produce the MAT along with many noisy point,
and further refinement using a threshold value is needed. The algorithms which use
the equal distance criterion walk along the MAT from a starting MAT point. Because
the connectedness property, we can find all of the MAT if a good strategy is used to
walk along the MAT. Systems of equations are generated so that Newton iteration
can be applied, and new MAT points can be found. The algorithms can be extended
to 3D with more complex data structure.
Detecting self-intersections in offsets is a problem that has both a mathematical
and a combinatorial character. Some self-intersections can be detected based on 10cal criteria applied to boundary elements, but others require evaluating the spatial
relationship between unknown parts of the base curve, and this is difficult for the
traditional offset algorithms. We solve the problem by applying the Euclidean distance transform having suitably discretized the geometric shapes. Several strategies
are presented and are compared for efficiency and performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are three sections in this chapter. The first section introduces the distance
function and distance transform in the real plane for a binary image. The second
section describes the medial axis and medial axis transform, and the last section
describes the organization of this thesis.

1.1

The Euclidean Distance Function and Distance Transform
Many distance functions, such as city block distance, chessboard distance, chamfer

distance, octagonal distance, and quasi-Euclidean distance, have been used for digital
image processing [7, 8, 46, 60, 14].

Most of them try to approximate Euclidean

distance. They have important applications in digital image processing. Examples
include offsetting and skeletonizing of binary images. This section describes the idea
of distance functions, and also describes the distance transform (DT) for a binary
image.
Let us consider the Euclidean distance function first, and then discuss some distance functions for binary images. In Euclidean geometry, the distance from point p
to point q can be measured by the size of the vector q - p. The size of a vector with n
elements is measured by a norm. The norm assigns to each n-vector a a real number

Iiall, called the norm of a, subject to the following restrictions:
1. For all n-vectors

a, Iiall 2::

O. Moreover,

lIall

= 0 if and only if

vector.
2. For all n-vectors a and all numbers
3. For any two n-vectors a and b,

[13]

a, Ilaall = lailiall

Iia + bll :::; lIall + Ilbll

a is

the zero

2

Iialip

y

= l,where

p=

00

2<p<oo
p=2
l<p<2
p=1
---lE-----+--------:If----

x

Figure 1.1 The p-norm uni t circle for 1 :S p :S

00

Various norms have been investigated in mathematics. The vector norms in frequent use include the I-norm, the 2-norm (also called Euclidean length), and the
oo-norm, also called maximum norm.

Iiall

II all p =
ture for Iiali p =
=

(L~l

laiIP)l/p,

The p-norm of an n-vector is defined as

where p is a real number between 1 and

00.

A pic-

1, where a is 2-vector, is shown in Figure 1.1.

A digital image can be thought of as an array of pixels. If the image is black-andwhite, a black pixel is called feature element and a white pixel is called nonfeature
element. We thus think of a digital image as a discrete set of feature points that are
indexed by integer coordinates. The distance between two image points can be an
integer or a real number, depending on numbers d l , d2 , and d3 used to measure the
distance of a image point to its neighbors. Here, d l and d2 measure the distance of
horizontal and vertical neighbors, and d3 measures the distance to diagonal neighbors, as shown in Figure 1.3. Different values have been assigned to db d 2, and d 3
for different distance functions, as shown in Table 1.1. In this table, Chamfer Euclidean is synonymous with Chamfer(1.0, -12") and Chamfer optimal is synonymous
with Chamfer(1.0,1.351). Consider the distance between two images points (il,]l)
and (i 2,]2)' Let ml
two image points is

= IiI - i 21 and m2 = 1]1 - hI, then the distance between these
d3ml + d 2(m2 - mI) for m2 ~ ml and d3m2 + dl(ml - m2) for

3

.......

/
/\

•

\

.

~

1/
1/ r-

--

Figure 1.2 The distance between two image points

m2

<

m1,

as shown in figure 1.2. Instead of using integer or real value for d}, d2 , and

d3 , Euclidean distance uses the 2-vector norm to measure the distance. An example

for the distance of two image points for each distance function is shown in Figure
1.4. By using different assignments for dI, d2 , and d3 , one tries to approximate scaled
Euclidean distance to some accuracy. In all cases except Euclidean distance, the scale
value d1 is equal to d 2 • In Euclidean distance, the norm for d1 and d2 are the same.
For comparison the distance with Euclidean distance in Figure 1.4, the computed
distance must divided a scale d1 in Chamfer(3,4) or Chamfer(2,3). Rosenfeld and
Pfaltz [60] define the distance function as follows:
Definition 1 Let G be a grid image with coordinates (i,)) where 1 :S i :S m and
1 :S) :S n. The function f: G x G

-+

N, where N is the set of nonnegative integers,

is called a distance function if
1. f(x,y)

= 0 if and only if x = y.

2. f(x,y) = f(y,x) for all x,y E G

3. f(x,z):S f(x,y)

+ f(y,z)

for all x,y,z E G

[60] proves that the city block distance function, given by f1((i},)1), (i 2,)2))

IiI - i 21+ 1)1 -

)21, and the chessboard distance function, given by h( (i}, )d, (i 2 , )2)) =

4

d3

d2

d1

d3

d3
d1

d'i,

d3

Figure 1.3 Neighbors symbol for image point

Table 1.1 Neighbors distance value for image point
Distance Function

d1

d2

d3

City block

1

1

2

Chessboard

1

1

1

Chamfer Euclidean

1.0

1.0

y'2

Chamfer optimal

1.0

1.0

1.351

Chamfer(3,4)

3

3

4

Chamfer(2,3)

2

2

3

(1,0)

(0,1)

(1,1 )

Euclidean

Distance Function

a

b

a to b

b to c

c to a

City block

10

10

10

Chessboard

5

8

7

Chamfer Euclidean

7.071

8.828

8.234

Chamfer optimal

6.755

8.702

8.053

Chamfer(3,4)

20

26

21

Chamfer(2,3)

15

18

17

7.071

8.246

7.616

Euclidean

For comparison with the Euclidean distance,
c

the computed distance in Chamfer(m, n)
must be divided by m.

Figure 1.4 Example for distance using different distance function
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o

City Block

Chessboard

Figure 1.5 City block distance and chessboard distance

max(li 1- i 2 1, Ij1 - hi), are distance functions in this sense. Notice that the picture of
the circle for f1((i,j), (0,0)) = C, as shown in Figure 1.5, is similar to I/(i,j)lh = C,
where C is a constant. The only difference is that
discrete image points, whereas I/(i 2

-

i 1 ,h

it (( it, j1), (i 2, j2))

- j1)111

= C consists of

= C consists of a continuum of

points. In this sense, the Euclidean distance is similar to the 2-norm, and chessboard
distance to the oo-norm. With more complex formulas, we can also find the octagonal
distance function [60].
Let G be a binary picture with coordinates (i, j), for 1 ::; i ::; m, 1 ::; j ::; n.
Then G( i, j) has two types of elements, called feature and nonfeature elements. A
distance transformation (DT) is an operation that converts G into a integer picture
or real picture, depending on which distance function it used, where each element of
the picture has a value that approximates the distance to a nearest feature element.
Consider a (m + 2) x (n

+ 2) matrix G'(i,j), and assume "max"

is a sufficient large

number. We initialize G' by:
if G(i,j) is a feature element

G'(i,j) = { 0
max otherwise

The algorithm for finding DT for G by using city block, chessboard, or chamfer(m, n)
distance function is:
For i = 1 to m step 1
For j = 1 to n step 1

6

G'(i,j)

+ d3

G' (i - 1, j - 1)
G'(i,j) = min

G'(i - l,j)

G' (i - 1, j

+ d2
+ 1) + d3

G'(i,j - 1)
For i

=m

For j

+d

1

to 1 step -1

=n

to 1 step -1

G'( i, j)

G'(i,j)

= min

G' (i

+ 1, j + 1) + d3

G'(i

+ l,j) + d2

G' (i + 1, j - 1)
G'(i,j

+ d3

+ 1) + d1

Borgefors [7] uses masks to describe the algorithm graphically. The masks for this
algorithm are shown in Figure 1.6. This algorithm uses 2 passes and 10 comparison
on each grid point. Figure 1.9 shows the DT for a binary image in which feature
elements are represented by the value O.
Danielson [14] computes Euclidean distance usmg two algorithms, 4SED and
8SED. The masks of 4SED and 8SED are shown in Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8, and
are called Danielson 4 and Danielson 8 distance in these algorithms [7]. Four passes
with 10 comparisons at each grid point, or three passes with 11 comparisons at each
grid point, for 8SED are necessary [64]. The key to his algorithm is to store at each
grid point the distance amplitudes, i.e., the distance in the x and y directions to
the nearest boundary grid point. Integer values can be used for the distance amplitudes because the distance amplitudes are always a multiple of h, where h is the
grid spacing. If a given set B is not discretized as a set of grid points, interpolatory
schemes for computing the distance transform can be devised [9]. For example, the
curve B can be approximated by a polygonal arc, where the segments are induced by
the grid lines, and adjacent grid points can be assigned the perpendicular distance
to the nearest boundary segment, see Figure 5.5. This improves the accuracy of the

7

Forward

Backward

Figure 1.6 The masks for city block, chessboard and chamfer distance

distance computation significantly, but the distance amplitudes are no longer multiples of the grid spacing. Further accuracy is obtained using iteration. This approach
will be described in more detail in Chapter 5 of this thesis. With slight modification
[64] by determining the signed distance amplitudes at each grid point, we can know
not only the distance to the boundary, but also the direction to the boundary. The
distance computed by Danielson's 4SED and 8SED is not exactly the Euclidean distance. With a post process computation after 4SED or 8SED, that can be done in
parallel [79], the exact Euclidean distance function can be found.
Montanari [46, 47] uses quasi-Euclidean distance functions to approximate the
Euclidean distance function. In his approach, method 0 is exactly the same as Rosenfeld's [66, 59] approach. He then defines methods 1, 2, ... , where each method uses
a more complicated distance function. When k is large enough, such as the maximal
distance of the 2D image, method k finds a skeleton that is exactly the same as the
one using Euclidean distance. His algorithm is time consuming when k is large.
Different algorithms for different distance functions have been proposed by many
researchers. All algorithms try to minimize the number of passes over the image,
and achieve fewer comparisons at each image point, while obtaining an accurate
approximation to Euclidean distance. As stated in [7]:
Not all DTs yield results that are distances in the mathematical sense, as
the triangle inequality may be violated.

8

Figure 1.7 The masks for 4SED

Forward

Backward

Figure 1.8 The masks for 8SED

9

Table 1.2 The comparison on a (M+1) x (M + 1) squared picture
Distance

Upper

()

2/4

Integer/Real

Transform

bound

angle

passes

distance

City block

-0.586M

45°

2

Integer

Chessboard

0.414M

45°

2

Integer

Chamfer Euclidean

-0.090M

24.5°

2

Real

Chamfer optimal

±0.064M

20.5° or 45°

2

Real

Chamfer(3,4)

0.081M

19.5°

2

Integer

Chamfer(2,3)

-0.134M

30°

2

Integer

Octagonal

0.118M for M>5

4

Integer

4SED

-0.29

4

Real

8SED

-0.076

4

Real

Borgefors [7] compares the upper bound of the difference between the Euclidean
distance and the computed distances, as shown in Table 1.2. The second column of
the table lists the upper bound and the third column lists the direction where the
upper bound is attained. The angle () in this column indicates the direction that
is () degrees from the horizontal or vertical lines. The sign in the second column
indicates that the computed distance at the maximal upper bound is overestimated
or underestimated, if negative or positive respectively, with respect to the Euclidean
distance. The third column lists the number of passes over the image needed for
the distance transform. For example, 2 passes are needed when using Chamfer(3,4)
and the resulting distance transform has a maximal absolute error bound 0.081M, if
the picture is in a (M+ 1) x (M+ 1) grid, and the error bound occurs on lines that
are about 24.5° from horizontal or vertical lines. As stated in [7], the DT using city
block distance always overestimates and the DT using chessboard distance always
underestimates the Euclidean distance.
Although a discrete plane is used in image processing, we would like to analyze
problems in the continuous plane, so that the result of the image processing program

10
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Figure 1.9 City block distance and chessboard distance
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can be predicted. Because of the numerical error caused by the discretization process,
the predicted result is not always the same as the the result from the image processing
program. But, we can use this predicted result to evaluate whether the algorithm is
good or not, depending on whether its results are close to the predicted results or
not.
Now, let us analyze the distance functions in the continuous plane, and produce
the "unit circle", such as in Figure 1.1, for each distance function. Without loss of
generality, we only consider half of the first quadrant, say case (a) in Figure 1.2. Let us
use x, y for real coordinates, as opposed to

mIl m2

for integer coordinate in Figure 1.2.

Then the distance for the point (x, y) to the origin is dl ( X

-

for the case x > y,x ;:::: 0 and y ;:::: O. The picture for d1x
with slope -dI/(d3
-00

because d3

-

-

dl

y) + d3 Y = dl X +(d3 - dl)y

+ (d 3 -

dl)y = d l is a line

dl ). Notice that in chessboard distance, the slope of the line is

= O.

Now, consider all four quadrants. The full picture of the

points at unit distance to the origin in the continuous plane will be an octagon. We
sketch the picture for city block, chess board and chamfer Euclidean distance in the
continuous plane, and compare it to a circle, as shown in Figure 1.10. Because of the
symmetry of the picture, only a quarter of the circle is drawn. A computer generated
picture in the discrete plane can be found in [64].
The upper bound for the error using 4SED or 8SED, as shown in Table 1.2, does
not depend on the size of the picture.

Furthermore, it has a small error bound

compared to the DT using the other distance function. So, we use it to calculate the
DT for image. There are three ways to extend 4SED and 8SED to 3D, namely 6SED,
18SED, and 26SED, depending on how many neighbor grid point are considered for
finding the DT of a specified grid point. Although their upper error bound is higher
than in 2D, for example, the upper error bound for 6SED is 0.42, we believe that it is
still better than other distance function proposed in 3D. With a slight modification,
the 6SED, 18SED and 26SED determines not only the distance to a feature point,
but also the direction to the feature point [80].
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Chessboard
Chamfer(3,4)
Euclidean Circle
Chamfer optimal
Chamfer Euclidean
Chamfer(2,3)
City Block

Figure 1.10 The constant distance to a feature element
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1.2

The medial axis and medial axis transform

Consider a compact solid Tin ?R2 or ?R3 whose boundary is aT, for example a CSG
object. There are two equivalent definitions for the medial axis (MA) of such solids,
namely:
Definition 2 (Blum) The internal medial axis (or skeleton) of a 2D compact area or
a 3D compact volume is the closure of the locus of the centers of all maximal disks
or spheres which are contained in the shape.
Definition 3 Let a footpoint of p be a point pi on the boundary of a 2D area or of a
3D volume that has minimum distance to p. The interior medial axis of a 2D closed
area or a 3D volume is the closure of the locus of the points inside the area or the
volume which have more than one footpoint.
Figure 1.13 shows a 2D area and its medial axis. The definition 3 can be extended to
certain noncompact 2D areas or 3D volumes. Figure 1.11 and Figure 1.12 show some
medial axis examples. In these pictures, the medial axis for the region f(x, y) < 0
is drawn as a solid curve and for the region f(x, y) > 0 is drawn as a dashed curve.
Notice that an end point of the medial axis has only one footpoint.

The function which maps an MA point to the distance between the MA point and
its footpoints is called the radius function. The medial axis and the associated radius
function define the medial axis transform (MAT). The definition extends naturally to
the concept of an exterior MAT. Because we are not interested in the exterior MAT,
the MAT always means the interior MAT in this thesis.
The MAT is also called prairie fire transformation [16], and an MA point is also
called a quench point, and the radius function is also called quench function. Imagine
that the interior of the domain is composed of dry grass and the exterior of the
domain is composed of unburnable wet grass. Suppose a fire is set simultaneously
at all boundary points of the domain, and that the fire will propagate inward with
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Figure 1.11 The medial axis for ellipse and hyperbola
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uniform speed. The points at which the fire wave extinguishes itself define the quench
points of the fire. The set of quench points defines the MA of the domain. If the
exterior grass is also dry, a similar definition of the exterior MAT can be given.
Consider a 2D continuous image D and its discretized image D'; we ask:
What does the MAT of D' look like if chessboard or city block distance function
are used?
The result MAT depends on the strategy by which we extract them. But, as
mentioned in the previous section, we would like have a standard result, so that all
strategies can be compared. The closer the MAT we produced, is to the true MAT
the better. The true MAT can be obtained by considering the problem in continuous
plane on D and using the corresponding distance function. From Figure 1.1 and
1.10, we notice that the unit circle by using the chessboard or the city block distance
function in a discrete plane can be considered the I-norm or (Xl-norm unit circle
respectively, in the continuous plane. So, the problem becomes:
What does the MAT of D looks like if I-norm or (Xl-norm are used to measure
the distance?
The answer to this problem is simple. By extracting the MAT for D, we want to
find the center of the maximal inscribed circle of D. Now, the circle is the I-norm or
(Xl-norm circle, as shown in Figure 1.1. So, the MAT for an Euclidean circle, using
the I-norm, (Xl-norm and Euclidean norm to measure the distance, is shown in Figure
1.14. The MAT of a continuous image is not necessarily connected if the I-norm or
(Xl-norm are used, as shown in Figure 1.15.
There is a close connection between the MA and the Voronoi diagram of a 2D
solid [43]. Consider a polygon P that has n elements E

= {el, e2, ... ,en} where ei is

either an edge or a concave vertex, that is, a vertex whose internal angle is greater
than

7r.

The Voronoi polygon associated with ei is the closure of the set of points

closer to ei than to any other element. The Voronoi diagram of P is the collection of
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(a) <Xl-norm

(b) 1-norm

(c) 2-norm

Figure 1.14 The MAT for a Euclidean circle by using different norm

(a) <Xl-norm

(b) 1-norm

(c) 2-norm

Figure 1.15 The connectivity of the MAT by using different norm
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Figure 1.16 Voronoi Edges

Voronoi polygons associated with each of the n elements. Every point on a Voronoi
edge is on the boundary of the Voronoi polygon of at least two elements of E and has
a footpoint on each of those elements. Let V(ei, ej) be the Voronoi edge associated
with elements ei and ej. When ei and ej are both edges, V(ei, ej) is an MA because
the circles centered on it which are tangent to both edges are maximal inscribed
circles, as shown in Figure 1.16(a). Similarly, if both elements are vertices, the circles
centered on V(ei,ej) touching both ei and ej must be maximal, as shown in 1.16(b).
However, not all Voronoi edges belong to the MA. When one of ei and ej is a concave
vertex and the other is the adjacent edge, the resulting V( ei, ej) is not a component
of the MA. This can be seen in Figure 1.16(c), where V(ei, ej) is the Voronoi edge
associated with edge ei and vertex ej. Inscribed circles with center on V( ei, ej) which
touch ej are not necessarily maximal circles, and so V( ei, ej) is not part of the MA.
From these observations, we can conclude that the MA of P can be obtained from
its Voronoi diagram, by deleting some Voronoi edges, or vice versa, by adding certain
edges.
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1.3

Thesis Organization
In this chapter, the related work for distance function and medial axis transform

has been discussed. Chapter 2 describes the related concepts of distance function
from geometry and mechanics. Chapter 3 lists and proves some properties of the 2D
MAT of a "simple" domain, and extends them to more general domains. Chapters 4
and 5 discuss the applications of the Euclidean distance function in MAT and offsets
of 2D and 3D solids. Different algorithms are proposed and their performances are
evaluated. Conclusions and future work are listed in the last chapter.
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2. RELATED WORK ON THE MEDIAL AXIS TRANSFORM

There are 5 sections in this chapter. The first four sections introduce how the
MAT has been investigated in specific application areas. The first section discusses
the MAT development in computer vision. The second section discusses the geometric
approaches finding the MAT. The third section discusses the cyclographic map in
descriptive geometry and its relation to the MAT. The fourth section discusses the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation and its relation to the MAT. The last section discusses
other applications of the MAT.

2.1

The MAT in Pattern Recognition
Blum has proposed the medial axis transform to describe biological shapes [4]

and many researchers have investigated the use of the medial axis transfer (MAT)
in computer vision [66, 59, 28, 61, 5]. There are two major approaches to extract
the MAT of a given image. One is called digital thinning [65, 74, 44, 57, 58, 77].
The main feature of this approach is that the border of an image shape is traced and
deleted, thereby successively shrinking the shape. With each border trace some MAT
points are extracted. The speed of the thinning algorithm depends on the shape in
the image. The other approach to extracting the MAT of a given image is via the
distance transform of the image [14, 66, 47, 46]. A subsequent pass over the image
finds maximal inscribed circles or squares, depending on which distance function used,
and decides whether a specified pixel is an MA point by comparing the radius of the
circle or square and with that of its neighbors. The algorithms may use Euclidean
distance or chessboard or city block distance For this reason, the performance of the
algorithm depends not only on the speed and the memory usage, but also on whether
the extracted MAT satisfies the following properties:
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1 Small change in boundary causes dramatic change in the MAT

1. Connectivity.
2. Rotation invariance.
3. Reconstructivity.
4. Single-pixel width.
Souza and Houghton [69] use the connectivity property of MAT to find the MAT
by tracing. In their approach, a starting point of the MAT is found and the eight
neighbor points are tested for mediality. They continue to test the next eight neighbor
points in turn until no more MAT points can be found. A final refinement of the MAT
points achieves greater positional accuracy.
A major drawback of the MAT as shape representation is that small changes in
the boundary can produce dramatic changes in the MAT, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Badler and Dane [1] smooth the boundary by interpolating a set of points using a
parabolic blending technique, and find the MAT from the blended curves. In their
method, the boundary will be smooth in the first step, so that small changes in the
boundary will only slightly change the blended curve. So, the final MAT will be more
stable.
2.2

The MAT from a Geometric Approach
The MA and the Voronoi diagram of a polygon are investigated in [43, 40, 63].

Although an O( n log n) algorithm exists for finding the MA of a polygon, there has
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been little work extending these algorithm to ~3. Most of the papers consider Voronoi
diagrams for point sets in 3D. Stifter [72] generalized the 3D Voronoi diagram to sets
which are open, connected, and bounded. Such sets F whose boundary are surfaces
satisfy a special set of axioms. There axioms are:
There must exist a finite set contour(F) with the following properties:
1. contour(F) is a partition of the boundary of F.

2. Moving on a line normal to some element in contour(F) away from that element
the distance to the element increases strictly.
3. Points with equal distances to two elements of contour(F) assume the maximal
distance to the boundaries of the elements.
4. Each point in F is uniquely projectable onto each element in contour(F).
5. All elements in contour(F) are continuously differentiable.
Stifter proved the following theorem:
For each p, q on the Voronoi diagram of F: If there exists a connected curve
from p to q in F, then there exists one on the Voronoi-diagram of F; for all
p E

F, there exist a connected curve in F from

p to the Voronoi-diagram of

F.
Notice that Stifter has different definition on Voronoi diagram from the Voronoi
diagram defined in computational geometry. In computational geometry, the Voronoi
diagram of F is consists of 2D surfaces. In her definition, she call such Voronoi
diagram 2-skel of F. The I-skel of F, which is the Voronoi diagram of F in her
definition, is the intersection curve of two 2-skel surface of F.
The MAT derived from geometric properties of the boundary was investigated
III

[6, 17, 40, 15, 43, 49, 50, 63]. Preparata [63] and Lee [43] gave algorithms for

polygonal 2D domain. Preparata finds the MAT for convex simple polygon and
nonconvex simple polygon by different algorithms. He uses edge elimination to derive
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Figure 2.2 Concave vertex eliminate in Preparate's algorithm

the MAT for convex simple polygons. Consider shrinking the boundary of the domain
with uniform speed. At some critical distance, one or more offset edge will have zero
length and the offset polygon has less boundary edges. The offset polygon is also
convex and the MAT segments that lie between the polygon and the offset is easy
to find. Continuing this process until the offset polygon has zero area, he finds the
MAT for the convex domain. Notice that the MAT of the convex polygon consists
of line segments. This algorithm is O( n log n), where n is the number of the convex
edges. For nonconvex simple polygons, Preparata uses edge elimination and concave
vertex elimination to derive the MAT. Concave vertex elimination happens when
different parts of the shrinking boundary have come into contact. After the contact,
the remainder offset figure, which is not a polygon because there may be circular
arcs on the boundary, can be either separated into two disjoint figures, as shown in
Figure 2.2(a)(b), or one figure with a circular arc as part of its boundary, as shown
in 2.2(c). Notice that the concave vertex is no longer influences offset figures, so
the total number of edges and concave vertices for the offset figure is reduced. This
algorithm is a O(n 2 ) where n is the sum of the edges and concave vertices of the
original polygon.
Lee [43] gave an algorithm for simple polygons that uses the divide and conquer
paradigm. He computes the Voronoi diagram of a polygonal domain and deletes the
Voronoi edges incident to concave vertices. The algorithm is O( n log n). Another
O( n log n) algorithm for a subset of the Euclidean plane bounded by one or more
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Figure 2.3 Dotted MA cannot be approximated through Delaunay triangulation

polygons, has been proposed by Kirkpatrick [40]. His algorithm is also based on the
divide and conquer paradigm. Patrikalakis and Giirsoy [56] generalized Preparata's
algorithm to domains bounded by circular arcs and line segments. The MA of such
a domain contains line segment, parabolic arcs and elliptic arcs.
Given a set of points, a Delaunay triangulation of these points has the property
that every Delaunay triangle does not contain other points of the triangulation. So, if
we approximate the boundary by points with sufficient density, and find the Delaunay
triangulation of these points. then the centers of the circumscribed circles of the
Delaunay triangles that are contained in the domain, are approximate MA points [45,
78]. The exact MA can be found by applying Newton iteration from the approximate
MA. Notice that this approach does not find some MA segments [33], as shown in
Figure 2.3.
Three-dimensional problems have been investigated [32, 17, 50, 72, 54, 49]. Although we do not know of any algorithm for finding the MAT for convex polyhedra,
we believe one can be devised by extending Preparata's algorithm to 3D, that is, by
doing edge elimination and face elimination until the remainder offset volume is equal
to zero. The MAT for nonconvex polyhedra is more complex because the elimination
of concave vertices and concave edges is difficult. The MA for nonconvex polyhedra
may consist of faces on planes, paraboloids, parabolic hyperboloid, parabolic cylinder,
cone, etc. Notice that if the two concave edges are skew, the offset surfaces locally
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associated with these two concave edges becomes tangent at one point, and this makes
edge elimination impossible.
The MA for a general surface and space curve are difficult to visualize.
example, consider the volume bounded by y2

+ z2/4

For

= 4 - lxi, or the space curve

which is the intersection of a cylinder and a sphere, their MA points is hard to image.
But, with the help of the computer graphic, we develop an algorithm to sketch the
MA faces. The algorithm is based on dimensionality paradigm [35] will discuss in
Chapter 4.
2.3

The MAT in Descriptive Geometry
Cyclographic maps have been introduced in [48] and used in computer science

[34]. Every point in (x,y,z)-space is associated with an oriented circle in the (x,y)plane by making the point the vertex of a double right cone whose axis is parallel
to the z-axis and intersecting the cone with the (x,y)-plane. If the point has a zcoordinate greater than 0, the orientation of the circle is counterclockwise, otherwise,
the orientation of the circle is clockwise. Consider an oriented curve C in 2D, and
rotate all of its normals 45 0 about the tangent. Then we obtained a ruled surface
called the cyclographic map S(C) of C. The projection of the singular points of
the surface onto the (x,y)-plane contains the MA of the curve. The internal MA is
produced on one side (the side with z value greater than 0) and the external MA is
on the other side.
If we do not care about the orientation of the circles, we can think of the cyclo-

graphic maps in another way. Let D be a closed simple domain, and consider the
single cones whose apex is on the boundary and whose axis is parallel to the z axis
where the interior of the cone is in the z > 0 region. Then, the envelope of the cones
in the region z 2: 0 is a different new cyclographic map. The only difference is that

the new map is in the positive z-half space. The MAT is contained in the set of the
singular points of the envelope. The internal MAT and the external MAT are all on
the same side of the (x, y)-plane. Consider all cones whose apex is on the MAT and
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whose axis is parallel to z-axis. The union of all the circles that are the intersection
of the cones with the (x, y )- plane are then the original domain D. The plane z = r
intersects with the maps produce the local r-offset of the original domain. Notice that
every point in the half space z

~

0 corresponds to a right cone in 3D or a circle on

(x, y)-plane, which means that three-dimensional half-space can be representing by
the set of circles in the plane. This notion that space could be treated as a collection
of elements other than points was proposed by Plucker over 100 years ago [62].
We can restrict the surface S(C) such that it is the graph of a function with the

(x, y)-plane its domain. With each point(x, y), we associate the minimum Irl, so that
the point (x, y, r) is on S(C). Let us call this surface the restricted cyclographic map
of C. The surface so defined is then the distance surface of Blum [4]. It follows,
that the restricted cyclographic map of C can be determined approximately with the
Euclidean distance transform.
Notice the restricted cyclographic map of C can be obtained from the cydographic
map of C or from the modified cyclographic map of C. The cydographic map can be
easily extended to any closed domain with an oriented curve as its boundary, such as
domains with holes. And, the modified cyclographic map can be easily extended to
any finite set of curves. Figure 2.4(b) shown an example of the restricted (modified)
cydographic map of the boundary curve of Figure 2.4(a).
2.4

The MAT in Mechanics
Consider a wave front that propagates with uniform speed in a normal direction.

At time t = 0 assume the front is at the boundary of a close domain T where we
assume that the boundary is a smooth curve. The front propagated inward into

T, and we denote with S(x,y) the time when the front reaches the point (x,y) for
the first time. In [55], it is shown that the MA of T is the shock produced by the
propagating wave front. See also [42]. If we can solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation,
that is,

S; + S; =

1 and locate the shocks in the solution, it follows that we can find

the MA of the domain T. Similar discuss are in [42]. We can derive the equation of
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.4 A 2D domain and its restricted cyclographic map
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Figure 2.5 The local minimum distance to the boundary

S as follows:

<I>(s; x,y)

= (X(s)

- U)2

+ (Y(s)

_ y)2

S(x,y) = min<I>(s;x,y)
where (X(s),Y(s)) is the parametrized closed curve that is the boundary of T, and

(x,y) is a point in T. Because <I>(s;x,y) is a function of s, it will have a number of
minima. For example, in Figure 2.5, the local minimum of S occurs at

Sl

and

S2

for

a fixed point (x,y). If we vary (x,y), we may expect that the global minimum will
jump from one local minimum to the other at certain singular points. The closure of
these singular points are exactly the shock wave produced by propagating the offset
of the 2D contour, they also are the MA for the domain T. The surface z =

JS (x, y)

is the same as the cyclographic map for the boundary of T.
2.5

Application of the MAT
There are many applications of the MAT of 2D and 3D solids. The interior MAT

can be used in shape representation and shape recognition [4, 66, 59, 28, 61, 5],
especially for objects whose width is relatively unimportant such as characters in
character recognition, or chromosomes in microbiology. The medial axis has also
been used in finite-element mesh generation [27, 56, 75, 76]. Many global shape
characteristics can be extracted from the internal MAT of the shape, as explained
in [27]. The external MAT can be used in motion planning [71]. For example, the
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Figure 2.6 The subdivision for finite-element mesh generation

external MAT of n obstacles can be used to define a collision-free path for robots that
maximizes clearance from the obstacles. The MAT is also useful 'in casting design
[11] and has potential applications in geometric tolerancing [34].
To work on finite-element mesh generation from the MAT is straightforward. Assume we have an MAT whose faces and its associated "footpoint faces", are approximated by triangular faces. The finite-element mesh generation can be obtained by
meshing each truncated prism. For meshing each component, we have:
1. If the 3 vectors from the MA pointing to their footpoints are bounded by a cone

with small angle, then partition the prism into n small components, where n
depends on the longest vector of these 3 vectors. See Figure 2.6(a).
2. If the 3 vectors from the MAT pointing to their footpoint are not bounded by a
cone with small angle, subdivide the MAT triangle into four triangles and find
the associated footpoint faces. Then, repeat step 1 for each subcomponents.
See Figure 2.6(b).
Notice that the new points in the subdivision are refined using Newton iteration.
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3. THE PROPERTIES OF THE MEDIAL AXIS TRANSFORM FOR 2D AND 3D
SOLIDS

We state some properties observed from Figures 1.11 and 1.12 without a proof.
They are:
1. An end point of the MA may have only one foot point. For an example, see
Figure 1.11(a). The end point may have infinitely many foot points if it is
associated with a circular arc.
2. An MA point may be on the boundary of the region, which means that the
maximal inscribed circle tangent to the boundary point of the area has radius
zero. The origin in Figures 1.12(f)(g) are examples of this case.
3. A connected unbounded region may have a disconnected MA. The region f(x, y)

< 0 in Figure 1.12(e) is an example of this case.
4. A symmetric region has a symmetric MA. All pictures in Figure 1.11 and 1.12
are examples of a boundary curve symmetric with respect to the X axis, Y axis
or to the origin.
5. If the region is symmetric about the X-axis (or Y-axis), it is possible that no
points on X-axis (or Y-axis) are MA point. An example is shown in the region

f(x, y) < 0 in Figure 1.12(e). Another example is the region y - cos x > O.
6. If the region is symmetric about a point, this point is not necessarily an MA
point. The origin in Figure 1.12(b) is an examples.
7. It is possible that a point belongs to the MA of both the region f (x, y) > 0 and

f(x,y) < O. The origin in Figure 1.12(d)(g) are examples of this case. Notice
here that the origin is the limit point of MA points which have two footpoints.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.1 Initial curve for limit curve

8. Assume the normal for the boundary of the region D points to the interior of

D. Then boundary points with a zero curvature radius are also MA points of
D. Examples are shown in Figures 1.12(f)(g).
The MAT may be very complex, for example, for the area y - x sin ~ > O. For such
a region, it has probably infinitely many end points and infinitely many branches.
Even a closed bounded domain with a structurally simple boundary can have a very
complex MAT. For example, consider the curve in Figure 3.1(a) and call it G l

.

Gl

has one branch point with four footpoints or two branch points with three footpoints.
Consider the curve formed by gluing two half-scaled G l curves together, as shown in
3.1 (b). Call this curve G2 • Then the curve has at least twice as many branch points
as G l has. If we continue to glue G l onto the right of G2 , scaling the curve properly,
we have a sequence of curves Gn , for n

> O. Let the curve G

= limn --+ co Gn . It is easy

to see that G is a closed and bounded domain with infinitely many branch points.
Such kind of domains are excluded from consideration.
In this chapter, we define the concept of a simple domain in 2D so as to simplify
the problem of structural properties of the MAT. There are four sections in this
chapter. The first section defines simple domains. The second section proves the
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umqueness, divisibility, connectedness, and reversibility properties of the MAT for
simple domains in 2D. It also extends the results to domains whose boundary is not
differentiable everywhere. The third section extends the problem to domains with
holes and the last section discusses extensions from 2D solids to 3D solids.

3.1

Simple Domain
We define a simple domain D to be a compact domain whose boundary is a sim-

ple, differentiable and almost twice differentiable, closed curve of bounded curvature
variation. We give definitions for the boundary curve as follows:
Definition 4 A curve in the real Euclidean space ?R 2 is a map a : [a, b]

---+

?R 2 • where

a(t) = (x(t), y(t)) and x(t), y(t) are continuous functions.
Definition 5 A curve a : [a, b]

---+

?R2 is:

• simple if a is one-to-one.
• differentiable if dajdt is defined and not zero, for all t E [a, b], where dajdt is
the derivative of a at t
• almost twice differentiable if its boundary has finitely many points which are
not twice differentiable.
• closed if a(a) = a(b).
• of bounded curvature variation if there are finitely many local extrema of the
curvature, each of finite value. And, there are finitely many inflection points.
We restrict the boundary of a simple domain to be simple and differentiable,
thereby excluding nonmanifold 2D solids and solids with corners. We will generalize
simple domains later. Since we require closed boundary curves, simple domains and
their MAs are contained in a bounding box. Notice that solids in solid modeling
always satisfy the bounded curvature variation property. In particular, this is the
case when the boundary of the domain consists of finitely many smooth segments of
algebraic curves.
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Uniqueness, divisibility, connectedness, and reversibility of the medial axis transform for 2D solids

3.2

Let us define D to be the set of compact domains whose boundary a is a simple, closed, differentiable and almost twice differentiable curve of bounded curvature
variation. Let S be the set of points (x, y, z) in R} where z ~ O. We will interpret
the point (x, y, z) as corresponding to the circle in R} with center (x, y) and radius

z. We further define two operators, Skel and Skel- 1, where Skel : D ---+- S maps
the domain D E D to its MAT S E Sand Skel- 1 maps a set of 3D points (x, y, z)
in R} where z ~ 0, which represent a set of circle in R,2, to the region consisting of
the union of all circles and its interior. Notice that Skel-1(S) does not necessarily
belong to D. Using these notations, we prove four theorems in this section:
Theorem 3.1 For all D E D, Skel(D) is unique.
Theorem 3.2 Let D E D. If there exists a circle C tangent to D at more than one
point, then D can be subdivided into two region DL and DR, where the boundary of

DL

n DR is the circle C and

Skel(D)

= Skel(DL) U Skel(D R).

Theorem 3.3 If D E D, then Skel(D) is connected. Furthermore, there are no loops
in Skel(D).
Theorem 3.4 Let D E D and S E S, then Skel-1(Skel(D)) = D.

3.2.1

The MAT for 2D simple domain is unique

We prove Theorem 3.1 in this section. Some properties of the MAT need to be
proved before proving this theorem. Let D be a compact domain whose boundary
curve

a

is a simple, closed, differentiable and almost twice differentiable curve of

bounded variation. Intuitively, every boundary point is associated with a unique MA
point, and every MA point is associated with one, two, or more boundary points.
The MA end points of the domain are associated with a circle arc or a boundary
point that is not twice differentiable or has local maximal curvature. We prove these
intuitions step by step.
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Assume D E 'D, and the normal of its boundary curve a points locally to the
interior of a. We associate two circles with every point p on the curve a where p has
positive curvature. One is the osculating circle of a at p and the other is the circle
tangent to a centered at the MA point of which p is a footpoint. We call this circle
the MA circle of a at p, or the MAT point of a at p. Note that we have not yet
proved the existence and uniqueness of the MA circle.
For any three noncollinear points on a, we can find an unique circle passing through
them. As these three points approach p, the circle approaches the osculating circle
of a at p [70]. Define K(p), o(p), OC(p), RO(p) to be the curvature, the center of the
osculating circle, the osculating circle, and the radius of the osculating circle of a
at p. Note that RO(p) = 1/ K(p). Consider the osculating circle at a point p and a
sufficiently small neighborhood N of curve point p, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. A
point in N whose curvature is greater than K(p) will be inside the osculating circle and
a point in N whose curvature is less than K(p) will be outside the osculating circle.
So, if p has locally maximal curvature in a, then no point of N is inside the circle,
so the curve a is locally exterior to OC(p), which implies OC(p) and a intersect at
p with even multiplicity, as shown in Figure 3.2(a). Notice that this does not mean

that the osculating circle is contained in D, since the radius of the osculating circle at

p can be larger than the radius of the MA circle at p. If p has locally positive minimal
curvature, the curve a is locally in the interior of OC (p), as shown in Figure 3.2(c). If
p has positive curvature which is neither a local maximum nor local minimum, then

the osculating circle OC(p) intersects the curve a tangentially with odd multiplicity,
so the curve a crosses OC(p) from the outside to the inside, as shown in Figure 3.2(b).
Here, the points on a with greater curvature locally are inside of OC(p). The proof
of these properties can be found in [73].
Assume that v is the unit normal of the boundary curve a at p and R is the radius
of the osculating circle of a at p. Hilbert [12] states that for sufficiently small

E

> 0,

there is a number 8(E) > 0, s.t., if r = R - E, then there is a 8 neighborhood of p that
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Figure 3.2 Tangent relation between the curve and the osculating circle
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is outside the circle C(p + rv, r); similarly, if r
of p that is inside the circle C(p

= R + E, then there is a {j neighborhood

+ rv, r).

Assume the curve is twice differentiable at p. Let us consider the way we obtain
o(p), the center of the osculating circle at p. We consider three noncollinear curve

points, and produce a unique circle through them. As these three points approach
p, we find the osculating circle at p in the limit. No matter how these three points

approach p, we always obtain the osculating circle at p. Consider two points coincident
at p and a third point q approaching p, as shown in Figure 3.3. The bisector of the
line segment pq intersects the normal of p at point o. As q approaches p,

0

will

approach o(p). If the curvature of the curve from q to p is monotonically increasing,
then the radius of the approach circle is monotonically decreasing, as shown in Figure
3.3(a). If the curvature of the curve from q to p is monotonically decreasing, then the
radius of the approach circle is monotonically increasing, as shown in Figure 3.3(b).
Notice that if a is twice differentiable at p and p has neither local minimal nor local
maximal curvature, then the osculating circle can be obtained from either side of pin
the curve, as shown in Figure 3.3 (c). This method of finding the osculating circle and
the curvature has been proved in many differential geometry books, e.g, [70]. Now,
consider the reverse approach, shown in Figure 3.3(b). If we shrink the osculating
circle but keep the circle tangent to a at p, that is, we move the center of the shrinking
circle, from o(p) to 0', with radius 0' p in Figure 3.3(b), one of the intersection points
of the circle and the curve moves from p to q', and the multiplicity of the circle
intersection with the curve at p will become an even number. This is because the
curve is now locally outside the circle. By treating tangency as double intersection,
when shrinking the osculating circle a little bit, the closed curve a intersects with the
circle in at least two other points, as long as p does not have local maximal curvature.
This is because two closed curves intersect in an even number of points by the Jordan
curve theorem, assuming the intersection multiplicity is properly accounted for.
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(c)
Figure 3.3 Obtaining the osculating circle by point q approaching point p
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Now assume that the curve is twice differentiable in a neighborhood of p but
is only once continuously differentiable at p.

Approaching p from different sides

of p will produce different limit circles. Let us define o+(p),o-(p) to be the centers of these two "osculating" circles, and let OC+ (p), OC- (p) be the circles, and

RO+ (p), RO- (p) be the radii of the circles. Without loss of generality, we further
assume RO+(p) > RO-(p). Note that if a is twice differentiable at p, then o(p)

o+(p) = o-(p), OC(p) = OC+(p) = OC-(p), and RO(p)

= RO+(p) = RO-(p).

Let us recall some basic properties of circles: If two different circles intersect, they
intersect in two points transversally, or else are tangent in one point. If they intersect
in two points transversally, these two points separate a circle into two arcs, one arc
is in the interior of the other circle and the other arc is in the exterior. If they are
tangent in one point and have a common interior point, then one circle contains the
other.
Define Inside(C) as the interior region of a circle C. Under this definition and the
definition for MA circle, we establish some basic properties for MA circles.
Lemma 3.5 A boundary point of a simple domain cannot be interior to an MA circle.
That is, no MA circle intersects the boundary of a simple domain transversally.
Proof:
Assume a is the boundary curve of the simple domain D. Assume also that p' is a
point on a and C' is a MA circle that contains p' in the interior. Then there exists an

€ > 0, such that C(p', €)

~

C', but C(p', €) is not contained D because p' is a boundary

point of D, which implies C' is not contained in D. This contradicts the fact that C'
is a maximal inscribed circle of D.

0

Lemma 3.6 If two MA circles intersect, then they intersect transversally iff there is a
point that is interior to both circles. Otherwise they are tangent, neither containing
the other.
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Proof:
Assume the two circles have an interior point in common. Then if they are tangent,
one contains the other, contradicting maximality. Therefore, the circles intersect
transversally. If they have no interior in common, they must be tangent to each other
and neither can contain the other.

0

Lemma 3.7 There is at most one maximal inscribed circle of D which is tangent to p
and centered on the normal of

0:

at p.

Proof:
Assume two or more MA circles are tangent to

0:

at p. Then we have two circles of

different radii and both with center on the curve normal at p, so one would contain
the other. This contradicts Lemma 3.6. So, we proved that if MA circle tangent to
0:

at p exist, it must be unique.

0

Define arce(p, q), where p, q are points on the circle C, as the circle arc from the
point p to q orienting the circle counter-clockwise. From this definition, arce(p, q)
arce (q, p), for all p of q. The arc for the curve

0:

of

from point p to q is defined similarly

and denoted by arca(p, q).
Lemma 3.8 Let D be a compact domain and its boundary curve

0:

be a simple, closed

curve of bounded curvature variation. Assume there exists a circle tangent to

0:

at p

and the circle is locally inside the curve in a neighborhood of p. If the curve intersects
the circle at a point other than p, then we can find a unique maximal inscribed circle
of D that is tangent to

0:

at more than one point. Notice that the center of the MA

circle so found cannot be a end point.
Proof:
We prove the existence and uniqueness of the MA circle of D tangent to

0:

at p. Let

the circle be C(c, R). If no point of 0: is in the interior of C(c, R), then there exists at
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least one point q E a tangent to C(c, R) by the Jordan curve theorem. If we enlarge
C to a circle C' (c', R') where R' > R, then the point q must lie inside C'. Therefore, C'
contains exterior points of the domain and is not an MA circle. So, we know C(c, R)
is the maximal inscribed circle of D in this case.
Now, assume there is some point of a inside C(c, R). Since a is continuous, we
can always find two points qI, q2 E an C(c, R), where ql and q2 are the first and last
intersection points of a and C( c, R) starting from p going counter-clockwise, as shown
in Figure 3.4. Let us define a function f(r') = r' - min Ilc' -

qll, where c' is the center

of the shrinking circle and q E arcCl(qI, q2) and r' E [0, R]. f(R) >
of a are inside or on the circle C(c, R). f(O) <

a is trivial.

a because

parts

Since f is continuous, by

the mean value theorem, there must exist r, such that f(r) = 0, which means there
exists a circle C(e, r) tangent to a at p and q where q satisfies r = min lie -

qll

for

q E arcCl(ql, q2). So, we proved the existence of the MA circle of D tangent to a at p
and other points.
The uniqueness of this MA circle is proved in Lemma 3.7.

<)

Lemma 3.9 Let D be a compact domain and its boundary curve a be a simple,
closed curve of bounded curvature variation. Assume there exists a line L that passes
through the point p, such that the exterior of a is locally on one side of L, as shown in
Figure 3.5. Then, we can find a unique maximal inscribed circle of D that is tangent
to a at more than one point.
Proof:
Let us draw a line L' starting from p, pointing to the interior of a, and orthogonal
to L, as shown in Figure 3.5. Assume that v is the unit vector from p along the line L'
and M = max Ilql - q211 where qI, q2 E D. Since D is bounded, M is finite. Consider
the circle C(p + M v, M). Clearly the point p + 2M v E C(p + M v, M) is in the exterior
of a. Moreover, there is a neighborhood of p of the circle that is in the interior of a,
so a must intersect the circle at at least one other point. By lemma 3.8, there is a
unique maximal inscribed circle.

<)
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a

p

Figure 3.4 The existe nce of the skeleton circle
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Figure 3.5 The neighborhood of p for the line L is locally inside of the curve a
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Notice that if a is differentiable at p, then L is tangent to a at p. Notice also
that if a is not differentiable at p, p must be a concave vertex. Otherwise, L does not
exist.
Let D be a domain, a be its boundary curve and p be a point on a. Assume the
normal of a points to the interior of D, and denote with v the normal of a at p and
with SC( {p}) the set of MA circles of D associated with p. We have the following
lemmas:
Lemma 3.10 Let D be a simple domain, a its boundary, and let p be a point of a
with a normal that points to the interior of D. If a is differentiable at p, and has a
second left and right derivative at p, then SC ( {p}) is a singleton.
Proof:
If the second left and right derivative of a at p are coincident, that is, the curvature

of a at p is defined, there are five cases we must consider:
1. I'l:(p)

< o.

2. I'l:(p) > 0 and a has local maximal curvature at p.

3. I'l:(p) =0.
4. I'l:(p) > 0 and the curvature from one side toward p is monotonically decreasing.

5. OC(p) is coincident with a at the left neighborhood or right neighborhood of p.
That is, p is on a circular arc if I'l:(p)

#- 0,

or p is on a line segment if I'l:(p) =

o.

Notice that p can be end point of this circular point or line segment.
The proof for the first case is directly from lemma 3.9. We can select the tangent
line of a at p as the line L in that lemma.
For the second case, I'l:(p) > 0 and OC(p) is locally inside of a at p. If OC(p)
intersects a only at p, from what Hilbert stated, if we enlarge the circle, the new circle
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will be locally outside of a at p. So, we know that OC(p) is a maximal inscribed
circle of D, o(p) is an MA end point. By lemma 3.7, SC( {p}) is singleton. If OC(p)
intersects a at p and other point, furthermore, no points of a is in the interior of

OC(p), trivially, OC(p) is the maximal inscribed circle of D, o(p) is not an MA end
point. And, by lemma 3.7, SC({p}) is singleton. If there exist a point q of a in the
interior of OC(p), we know a intersect OC(p) at one point other than p because the
neighborhood of a at p is in the exterior of OC(p) and q is in the interior of OC(p).
By lemma 3.8, SC( {p}) is singleton.
For the third case, a is tangent to OC (p) and the curvature of a from one side
of p toward p is monotonically decreasing, similar to Figure 3.3(b). Let us consider
the reverse steps of finding the osculating circle we described before. We can find
a point q' E a inside the OC- (p) and the curvature from q' to p is monotonically
decreasing. Then, the circle tangent to a at p and through q' is easy to find. We know
the radius of this circle is less than RO-(p), call it C(p
and

E

+ rv,r)

where r

= RO-

-

E

> O. Consider this circle C(p + rv, r), and from the properties Hilbert stated, it

is tangent to a at p and it inside the curve a in the neighborhood of p. Furthermore,
it intersects the curve at two points other than p, because the intersection at p has
even multiplicity and there is the intersection at q'. So, by the Jordan Curve theorem
there is at least one more intersection. By lemma 3.8, we can find a unique MA circle
whose center is a normal or a branch point.
There are three subcases in the fourth case. That is, p has local maximal curvature,
local minimal curvature, or p is a inflection point. The proof for the subcase that p
has local maximal curvature and local minimal curvature are the same as the proof
for the first case and the third case, respectively. The proof for the subcase that p is a
inflection point is the same as the second or the third case, depending on the curvature
from the side which has positive curvature toward p is monotonically increasing or
monotonically decreasing.
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For the last case, if ".,(p) ::; 0, the proof is directly from lemma 3.9. We can select
the tangent line of a at p. If ".,(p) > 0, we know OC (p)

na

is a continuous circle arc.

Except for this intersection, OC(p) n a could:
1. have no other intersection.
2. intersect and no point of a is in the interior of OC(p).
3. intersect and some point of a is in the interior of OC (p).
The proof for each subcase is the same as the proof in the second case.
We proved that SC( {p}) is a singleton if a is twice differentiable at p. Now, we
want to prove SC( {p} is a singleton if a is differentiable but not twice differentiable.
In this case, the left and right derivative of a at p do not agree, and we only consider
the side which has the higher curvature. The sign of the curvature is also counted.
Consider these two osculating circle OC+(p) and OC-(p) with radius RO+(p) and

RO- (p). Let ".,- = 1/ RO- (p), there are five cases we need to discuss:
1. ".,- (p) ::;

2. ".,- (p)

o.

> 0 and the curvature of a from the negative side toward p is mono-

tonically increasing. In this case, OC-(p) is locally inside of a on the negative
side, it also implies OC- (p) is locally inside of a on the positive side because

RO+(p) > RO(p) >

o.

3. ".,- (p) > 0 and the curvature of a from the negative side toward p is monotonically decreasing. In this case, OC- (p) is locally outside of a on the negative
side and inside of a at positive side.

4. ".,-(p) =0.

5. OC-(p) is coincident with a at the negative neighborhood of p.
The proof for these five cases is the same as the four case we proved for the twice
differentiable boundary point p of a.

0
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By lemma 3.10, every point p on the boundary is associated with exactly one MA
circle. Let RS(p) be the radius of the MA circle associated with p, if RS(p)

= RO- (p),

and RO-(p) is tangent to a at only one point, then p is associated with an end point
of the MA. Otherwise, p is associated with" normal or branch points.
We know the following corollary from the proof in 3.10:
Corollary 3.11 Let D be a simple domain, a its boundary, and let p be a point of
a with a normal that points to the interior of D. The center of the unique circle in

SC( {p}) could be an MA end point only if one of the following holds:
1. K(p)

> 0 and p has local maximal curvature.

2. K(p)

> 0 and p is on a circular arc.

3.

K-

.

(p) 2: 0 and the curvature from the negative side toward p is monotonically

.

mcreasmg.

4. K(p) = 0, and p is a inflection point.
5. K-(p) > 0 and OC(p) is coincident with a at the negative neighborhood of p.
We have proved every boundary points is associated with exactly one MA circle. Is
every MA circle associated with at least one boundary point? We have the following
lemma:
Lemma 3.12 Every MA circle is tangent to the boundary of the simple domain at one
or more points.
Proof:
Assume there exists an MA circle C( c, r) in the simple domain D that is not tangent
to a. It is easy to find a larger circle C(c, r + E) that contains C( c, r) and is contained
in D. This contradicts the fact that C(c, r) is a maximal inscribed circle of D.

0

From the last two lemmas, we conclude that every boundary point is associated
with exactly one MA circle and that every MA circle is tangent to the boundary of
the domain at one or more points.
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Because each boundary point is associated with exactly one MA circle, we have
proved theorem 3.1 directly.
Now let us consider a domain with finitely many vertices. Assume T is an area
whose boundary is a simple, closed curve of bounded curvature variation. We can
easily find a sequence of To, T I , T 2 ,' • " so that To, T I , T 2 ,' •• E

1)

and liIIln-+oo Tn = T.

The construction of To is based on finding a small circle tangent to two edges of the
vertex p at q, q', and the circle totally inside or outside, depending on whether the
vertex is convex or concave, in the area T. We approach q to p by some sequence, and
find a corresponding q' to produce T I , T 2 ,

•• '.

It is easy to see that limn -+ oo Tn = T, as

shown in Figure 3.6. From this discussion, we know that if the vertex is convex, the
end point for To, TIl T 2 , .•• will approach the vertex itself because the curvature of the
circle becomes larger and larger, which means the vertex itself is also an MA point.
In the limit, the maximal inscribed circle that correspond to the vertex is centered at
the vertex and has radius zero.

If the vertex is concave, we can find a left limit normal and a right limit normal
for the vertex, both assumed to be pointing into the interior. Consider a normal line

L' between the left normal and right normal, the line L passing through the concave
vertex and orthogonal to L' satisfies the assumptions of lemma 3.8. So, this vertex
is associated with only one MA circle for each normal between the left limit normal
and right limit normal. From this discussion, we have:
Corollary 3.13 The MAT of a domain whose boundary is a simple closed curve of
bounded curvature variation is unique.
3.2.2

The MAT for 2D simple domain is divisible

In this section, we prove that the domain D E

1)

can be subdivided into two

subdomains D L and DR, and the union of the MAT for DL and DR is the MAT for
D. For the proof of the theorem, we rewrite the theorem as:
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Figure 3.6 Smooth the vertex on the boundary
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Theorem 3.14 Let D E V and its boundary a : [a, b]

----+

R 2 be a simple, closed,

differentiable curve of bounded curvature variation. If there exists an inscribed circle
C(c,r) with center c and radius r, tangent to

at q = a(t 2 ), where p
curves

/h

=1=

a

in at least two points p = a(t 1 ) and

q, as shown in figure 3.7, then the points separate a into two

and {3n and separate the circle C into CL and Cn. Choose p and q so that

Cn contains no boundary point of D. Assume p and q are in CL and Cn and not in {3L

and {3n. With aL the union of {3L and Cn and an the union of (3n and CL , and with

D L the region bounded by
1.

aL

and

aR

aL

and D n the region bounded by an, we have:

are simple, closed, differentiable curves of bounded curvature varia-

tion.

2. Skel(DL)

~

Skel(D) and Skel(D n ) ~ Skel(D).

3. Skel(DL) n Skel(D n ) = {(x, y, z)1 where c = (x, y) and r

= z}.

4. Skel(D L ) U Skel(D n ) = Skel(D).

From Theorem 3.14, we know the MA of the domain is cut by an MA circle and
the center of the circle connects the pieces. So we have the following corollaries;
Corollary 3.15 MA circles cut the MA into separate pieces connected at the center,
and these pieces can be constructed separately by considering only the subdomain
bounded by an.
Corollary 3.16 Let line(p) be the line segment from the boundary point p of D to
its associated MA point. If p and q are two boundary points of D and p

=1= q,

then

line(p) and line(q) do not intersect except possibly at the same MA point.
Lemma 3.17 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.14. Let C' be any other MA circle
of D. If C' intersects Cn , then C' cannot intersect {3L. Moreover, C' is tangent to at
least one point of {3n.
Proof:
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Figure 3.7 An MA circle of the curve a
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By lemma 3.5, we know that if C and C' intersect, they intersect transversally or are
tangent to each other, and neither contains the other. Assume
p' and C and C' are on the left side of

/h is tangent to C' at

/h, then we can always find a point q'

E C n C'

so that arclh (p', p), arC{; (q', p) and arC{;, (p', q') bound a closed region, as shown in
Figure 3.8. Notice that p' = q' in Figure 3.8(c). There are four cases:
1. f3L never leaves the bounded region. That contradicts the fact that D is compact

because D L

~

D is not compact in this case.

2. f3L intersects itself. This contradicts that a is simple.

3. f3L goes into C or C'. This contradicts the lemma 3.5.
4. f3L goes through the tangent point of C and C'. This contradicts that both C
and C' are on the left side of f3L.
Therefore, f3L cannot intersect C' if C' intersects CR.
If C' is not tangent to any point of f3R, obviously it is not a maximal inscribed

circle of a, which contradicts the fact that C' is an MA circle.

0

Lemma 3.18 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.14. If C' is tangent to f3R' then it
cannot be tangent to f3L.
Proof:
Let C' be an MA circle that does not intersect C, then C' will be in the region bounded
by CR and f3R or in a bounded by CL and f3L. If C' is bounded by CR and f3R' it must
be tangent to f3R only. In the other case, it must tangent to f3L only. If C' intersects
C, the results follows from lemma 3.17.

0

We can now prove the theorem 3.14 with the following lemmas:
Lemma 3.19 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.14, then
closed, differentiable curves of bounded curvature variation.

aL

and

aR

are simple,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8 The curve

tiL cannot be tangent to both C and C'
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Proof:
Without loss of generality, we assume a ::; t l < t 2

::;

b. a is a simple, close

regular curve.

da/dt =I- 0, Vt E [a, b], a is one-to-one function on the domain [a, b) and a(a) =
a( b).
Let f be the one-to-one function which maps the interval [tl, t 2 ] onto the circle
arc CR , then aL can be defined by:

aL(t) =

a(t) if t E [a, t l ) or t E (t 2, b]

{ f(t) if t E [tl, t 2]
daL/dt = da/dt =I- 0 Vt E [a,td or (t 2,b]. daL/dt =I- 0 Vt E (tl,t 2) because
every point in the arc of circle is differentiable. Since the circle C(c, r) is tangent
to a at a(t l ) and a(t 2), CR(c,r) has the same tangent line as a at a(td and at

a(t 2), which means daL/dt at t l and at t 2 exists, and proves that aL is regular.
We want to prove for all rl, r2 E [a, b), if rl =I- r2, then aL(rl) =I- aL(r2). if
rl, r2 E [a, t l ) or (t 2, b) and rl =I- r2, then aL(rl) =I- aL(r2) because (3L is

one-to-one.

If rl, r2 E [t l , t 2] and rl =I- r2, aL(rl) =I- aL(r2) because f is

one-to-one. if rl E [a, t l ) or (t 2, b), and r2 E [tl, t2], aL(rd =I- aL(r2) because

aL(rl)

= a(rl)

E

(3L, aL(r2)

= f(r2)

E

= <p. So, we proved
= a(a) = a(b) = aL(b), we

CR and (3L nCR

that aL is a simple curve. With the property aL(a)

proved that a is a closed curve. That aL has bounded curvature variation is
trivial from the fact that if aL is not of bounded curvature variation, then (3L
is not of bounded curvature variation, a is not of bounded curvature variation
either.

o

Lemma 3.20 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.14, then Skel(D L ) C Skel(D) and

Skel(D R ) C Skel(D).
Proof:
If C' E Skel(DL) is an MA circle that is tangent to CRand is not C, then this contradicts to the fact that C' is maximal if C' is inside C and contradicts to the fact that C'
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is an inscribed circle if C is inside C'. So C' must be equal to C. Hence, there is no MA
circle C' of aL, where C'

i= C,

that is tangent to CR' If C'

i= C,

then C' is associated

with one or more points of /h. With C' E Skel(DL), C' is associated with one or more
points in fh or C' = C, so we proved C' E Skel(D). Therefore, Skel(D L) ~ Skel(D).
The proof of Skel(D R) ~ Skel(D) is analogous.

0

Lemma 3.21 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.14, then Skel(D L) n Skel(D R ) =

(x, y, z) where c = (x, y) and r

= z.

Proof:
Assume that (x', y', z') E Skel(DL) where c' = (x',y') is the center of the MA circle
C' and z' = r' is its radius. Assume further that c' is in the interior of the sector
bounded by CR , qc, and cp; see also Figure 3.7. Since C' is closer to some point Ion CR
than to either p or q, c' is associated with an interior point of CR. Then C' cannot be
maximal. If c' is on the segment pc or qc, but is not c, a similar argument shows that
the associated MA circle is not maximal. Therefore, the center of the MA circles in
D L are in the region bounded by /h,pc, and cq, excluding the segment cp and cq, but

not the point c. By symmetry, the center of the MA circles in DR are in the region
bounded by f3R, qc, and cp, excluding the two segments cp and cq but not c. These
regions intersect only in c. Clearly, (x, y, z) E Skel(D L) and (x, y, z) E Skel(DR),
which establishes the lemma.

0

Lemma 3.22 Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.14, then Skel(DL) U Skel(D R ) =

Skel(D).
Proof:

Skel(D L) U Skel(D R)

~

Skel(D) by Lemma 3.20. Assume C'((x', V'), z') be an MA

circle of D and (x', V')

i=

c. By lemma 3.18, C' must be associated with one or more

points in f3L, which implies (x'y'z') E Skel(D L) or C' must be associated with one
or more points in f3R, which implies (x', V', z') E Skel(D R). Therefore, if (x', V', z') E
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Skel(D), then (x', y', Zl) E Skel(DL)USkel(D R ), which means Skel(D)
Skel(D R ).

~

Skel(DdU
0

Corollary 3.23 An MA circle of a simple domain whose center is not an end point
splits the MA into a finite number of connected parts, each in turn the MA of a simple
domain.
We now consider the subdivision problem for a domain whose boundary has vertices. Notice that the differentiability of the boundary was only used in the proof of
Lemma 3.19. Therefore, we have the following:
Corollary 3.24 Let T be a domain whose boundary is closed, simple curve of bounded
curvature variation. If there exists a circle tangent to T at more than one point, then

T can be subdivided into two region T L and T R. The boundaries of TL and TR are also
closed, simple curves of bounded curvature variation. Furthermore, the boundary of

TL n T R is a circle and Skel(T)
3.2.3

= Skel(TL) U Skel(TR ).

The MAT for simple domain is connected with tree structure

In this section, we want to prove that the MAT for simple domain is connected
with tree structure. After that, we would like to expand the theory to the domains
with finitely many vertices on the boundary. We prove theorem 3.3 from the following
three lemmas:
Lemma 3.25 Let a be a oriented continuous open curve whose curvature is monotonically increasing or monotonically decreasing. There is no oriented circle tangent to
a at two or more points with the same orientation as alpha at all points, such that
the interior of the circle contains no point of a.
Proof:
Let p and q be two points at which the sought circle Co is tangent to a. Consider the
osculating circle C at p. Because the curvature of a is monotone, the segment of a
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Figure 3.9 Only one circle tangent to the curve with strictly monotone curvature

with higher curvature than the curvature at p will be in the interior of C. Since Co
is assumed to contain no point of a, it must be smaller than C. But then q cannot
be a point of lower curvature than p (see Figure 3.9) because all those points are
outside C. So the curvature of a at q is greater than at p. By symmetry, Co must
be smaller than the osculating circle at q. But then p would be outside Co as it has
lower curvature. Therefore, Co does not exist.

0

Lemma 3.26 The MAT of the domain D E V is connected.
Proof:
We would like to prove the MA of D is connected first and then prove the MAT of
D is connected.
For a simple domain, we can subdivide the domain into many subdomains via the
MA branch point, so that each subdomain contains no branch point. If the MAT
of each subdomain is connected, so is the original domain. So, we can assume the
domain D does not contain MA branch points in this proof.
Let m(p) be the MA point associated with the boundary point p and n(p) be the
normal of a at p. We want to prove m(p) is connected for all pEa. Notice that

m(p) is always on n(p).
Assume the MA for D is not connected at p and we want to prove the contradiction.
Without loss of generality, we further assume that m(p) is not continuous from its
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# m(p). Notice that
= m(p+) = m(p-).

right side, that is limx -+ p+ m(x)
continuous because m(p)

if p is on a circular arc, m(p) is

We know limx -+ p+ m( x) is on liffix-+ p+ n(x) = n(p) because

Q

is differentiable.

Assume m(p) - limx -+ p + m(x) = e where e > 0, as shown in Figure 3.10(a).
We consider a boundary curve segment from p to its neighbor points p

+ e' , where

the curvature of this curve segment is monotonically increasing or monotonically
decreasing. Because m(p) - limx -+ p+ m( x)

= e, and by the previous lemma, we know

the MA point m(p'), where p' is a point between the point p and p+ e' , associated with
only one boundary p'. But, the point p' does not have local maximal curvature or is
not on the circular arc. This contradicts the fact that MA end points are associated
with points on a circular arc or points with local maximal curvature.
Now consider the case that liffix-+ p+ m(x) - m(p) = e, where e > 0, as shown in
Figure 3.10(b). The circle liffix-+p+ C(m(x), Ilm(x) - pi!) is contained in D because D
is a compact domain, and is contains the circleC(m(p), r). So, we find that C(m(p), r)
is not a maximal inscribed circle of D.
From the above discussion, we proved lim x -+ p + m( x) = m(p). That is, the MA
points for D are connected.
Now, assume the MA points for D are connected and the MAT points for Dare
not connected. There is one MAT point (x, y, z) that is not connected but after
projection to the z = 0 plane, the MA of D is connected at (x, y). So, there is one
branch of the MAT points approaching the point (x, y, Zl) where

Zl

#

Z,

so that after

the projection, the MA point of D is connected. Therefore, one of these two MAT
points (x, y, z) and (x, y, Zl) does not have an associated MA circle that is a maximal
inscribed circle of D. So, we proved the MAT of D is connected.

0

We proved the connectedness property for D E D. That is, m(p) is continuous
function for p E
function.

Q.

Now we like to know the differential property of the radius

Let r be the radius of the MA circle and () be the angle between the

tangent of the MA and the line connecting the MA point and its associated boundary
point, as shown in Figure 3.11. Assume the MA is parametrized by arc length. Blum
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p+

m(x)

(x)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10 The connectedness of the MAT of simple domain
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s sin(¥ - 0)

Figure 3.11 The derivative of the radius function

[4] proved:
dr
ds

lim r( s + ~s) - r( s)
6.8-+0

~s

=

lim

~r = sin( II _ 0) = cos 0

6.8-+0 ~s

2

if the MA point with parameter s is not a branch point.
Lemma 3.27 The structure of the MAT for the domain D E

1)

has no loop.

Proof:
Let S be the set of boundary points which have extremal curvature, or are inflection
points, or are end points of a circular arc of the simple domain D. Then, all points in S
separate the curve into curve segments, such that the curvature of each curve segment
is monotonically increasing, monotonically decreasing, or constant. Let S' = {pip E S
and p is associated with a branch or normal MA point}. We want to prove that the
MA of D has no loop by induction on the number of elements in S'. Then, we prove
the MAT of D has no loops.
1. Basis:

IS'I = 0

Consider a simple domain D whose associated set S' is empty. Then,

c¥,

which is the

boundary of D, is constructed by m curve arcs which are monotonically increasing
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or monotonically decreasing, and m circular arcs as shown in Figure 3.12(a)(b). The
length of a circular arc can be zero as in Figure 3.12(a). We want to prove the MA of
D has no loop when m > 1. Assume there is a loop in the MA of D. Consider two MA

points ao and

al

on the loop, each with one footpoint,

a~

and

a~

respectively, on the

same noncircular curve segment, as shown in Figure 3.12(c). The MA points ao and
al

separate the MA loop into two arcs, arcMA(aI, ao) and arcMA(aO, ad. Consider an

MA point a2 E arcMA(aI, ao) which is the midpoint for ao and al. Because a2 is in
the region bounded by arca(a~, a~), line segment a~ao, arcMA(aO' al) and line segment
aIa~,

any line segment with end point a2 and a point

a~ E

a will be characterized by

a~

is the footpoint of a2, this

one of the following cases:
' a ')
1. a ,.
2 IS on arCa (aI'
o .

2. The line segment

a2a~

intersect

a~ao

or

al a~.

If

contradicts Corollary 3.16.
3. The line segment

a2a~

intersect arcMA(ao, al) at a point q. If a~ is the footpoint

of a2, this contradicts with the fact that the MA circle center at q is a maximal
inscribed circle of D.
Thus, we know the foot points of a2 must be on the boundary of arCa (a~, a~). If a2
has more than one foot point on the arCa (a~, a~), we find a circle tangent to the open
curve arCa (PI, Po) - {PI, Po} at two points, and the curvature of this open curve is
monotonically increasing or monotonically decreasing. This contradicts Lemma 3.25.
We find that each MA point in arcMA(al, ao) is associated with only one boundary
point, which means there are infinitely many MA end points in D. This contradicts
the fact that D has finitely many MA points. The proof that a simple domain has
finitely many MA end points is directly from Corollary 3.11 the definition of the
simple domain.
So, we proved that the MA of D has no loop when
2. Hypothesis:

IS'I < n

IS'I

=

o.
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Assume the MAT of the simple domain D whose associated S' has less than n element
has no loop.
3. Induction:

IS'I

= n

Let us subdivide the domain into two subdomains via a point pES'. After subdividing the domain, D L and DR are simple domains and each subdomain has an
associated set S' that has less elements than n. From Theorem 3.15, any path from
an MA point of D L other than p to an MA point of DR other then p must pass
through p. Because D L and DR has no loop, so does D.
So, we have proved the MA of D has no loop by induction. Now, we want to prove
the MAT of D has no loop. Let M = {(x, y, z)lz ?: a} be the set of MAT of D. If S
has loops, the MA of D which is M' = {(x,Y)I(x,y,z) E M} must have loops. This
contradicts with the fact that MA of D has no loop.

<>

The proof of Theorem 3.14 is directly from Lemma 3.26 and 3.27.
Now we want to extend the connectedness problem to domains whose boundaries
have vertices. The proof for a convex vertex is similar to the proof in Theorem

a is trivial because both of the radius associated
lip - m(p)11 and the limit radius associated p which is

3.26. Here, liffix...... p + m( x) - m(p) =
with the boundary p which is
limx ...... p + Ilm(x) -

pll

are equal to zero.

For the concave case, we know for every direction between p's left limit normal and
right limit normal, there is only one medial axis point associated with p. Let m(p, 0)
be the MA point associated with p and on the line through p rotated from the right
limit normal counterclockwise by 0 degrees. We want to prove that Ii m x ...... 0 ( m(p, x)) =

m(p, 0), where 0 is between

a and

the angle between p's right limit normal and left

limit normal. The proof is similar to the proof in Theorem 3.26. The proof that the
MAT of such domain has no loop is similar to the proof in Lemma 3.27. So, we have:
Corollary 3.28 The MAT for a domain whose boundary is a simple, closed curve of
bounded curvature variation is connected with tree structure.
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Po = qo

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 3.12 The MA for the simple domain has no loop
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3.2.4

The simple domain is recoverable from the MAT

We prove theorem 3.4 in this section. Duda and Hart [16] proved Skel-I(Skel(D))
= D informally, and our proof is based on their informal ideas.

Assume d E D. We can find a footpoint of d on the boundary of D, call it d'.
From the previous sections, we know d' is associated with a MA circle in Skel(D).
It is trivial that d is contained in this MA circle and that the MA circle is contained

in Skel-I(Skel(D)), so d E Skel-I(Skel(D)). We proved D ~ Skel-I(Skel(D)).
Assume dE Skel-I(Skel(D)), d is contained in a circle of Skel(D) and this circle is
contained in D, so dE D. we proved Skel-I(Skel(D)) ~ D. So, Skel-I(Skel(D)) =
D.

0

3.3

The MAT for domain with hole, multiple shell domain, and nonmanifold domain
We consider more complicated domains in this section. For example, domains with

holes, multiple shell domains and nonmanifold domains. Multiple shell domain can
be considered as union of different domains with or without holes, which reduces the
problem to a simpler one. For example, the domain in Figure 3.13 can be considered
as three simpler domains which have zero, one and two holes respectively.
For the nonmanifold domain, we need to pay special attention to nonmanifold
vertices. Notice that smoothing the nonmanifold vertex and finding the MAT for
the domain in the limit is not going to work here. For example, consider two ellipses
tangent to each other, as shown in Figure 3.14(a). We smooth the nonmanifold vertex
so that the resulting boundary curve bounds a manifold region. Let D be the domain
bounded by these two ellipses, there is a sequence of domain Do, D I , D 2 , " ' , all of
them are manifolds, and limn -+ oo D n = D. Notice that the boundary is simple, closed
and differentiable for each D n . From theorem 3.3, the MAT for each manifold domain

Di is connected. But, the MAT for D is not connected. From this discussion we have:
Corollary 3.29 The MAT for nonmanifold domain is not necessarily connected.
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Figure 3.13 The multiple shell domain

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14 The nonmanifold domain

(c)
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Because the nonmanifold domain cannot be analyzed with the limit approach, we
use a different approach as follows:
• If the domain can be separated into two or more pieces at the nonmanifold vertices, such as the domain in Figure 3.14(a)(b), then we consider the sub domains
separately.
• In the case that the domain cannot be separated at the nonmanifold vertices,
such as the nonmanifold domain in Figure 3.14(c), we can find an arbitrary
MA circle which is tangent to its boundary at more than one point. Then, we
separate the domain into two or more subdomains with the MA circle. In this
process, we reduced the number of nonmanifold vertices.
In our approach, we simplify the nonmanifold domain and multishell domain into
manifold domain with holes, that are considered separately.
Let a compact domain with genus n be a compact domain with n holes, such that
no hole contains any other hole of the domain. In our approach, we subdivide the
domain so that the genus of the domain reduces. Consider the subdivision process in
Figure 3.7. Notice that CL

-

{p,q} and CR

-

circle as the boundary point p and q. So, CL

{p,q} are associated with the same MA
-

{p, q} and CR

if we know the MA is bounded by /h,pc, cq for
Cl.R.

SO, to consider the MAT for

Cl.L

Cl.L

-

{p, q} can be ignored

and is bounded by

(3R,

qc, cp for

is the same as considering the MAT for

trimming the MA point by the line segments pc and cq. The MA point for

(3L,

Cl.L

and

can be

defined as the closured of points which have more than one foot point on (3L U {p, q},
and the MA point is in the region bounded by

(3L,

pc and cq. So, we define pc and cq

as fake boundary for the domain bounded by (3L, pc and cq. And we define (3L U {p, q}
is the true boundary for this domain. Under this modification, theorems 3.1, 3.3 and
3.14(2)(3)(4) are still true for the domain with proper fake boundaries produced by
subdivision process.
Consider a genus 1 compact domain D, as shown in Figure 3.15(a). We can find
two MA circles C1 , C2 , both of the MA circles have foot points on the exterior boundary
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.15 Reducing the genus of the domain

and the boundary of the hole. By subdividing the domain using the false boundary,
two sub domains with genus zero are obtained, and we call them D L and DR. See
also Figure 3.15. From theorem 3.3, the MAT of D L and DR are connected with
tree structure. And, there are exactly two paths to connect C1 and Cz , one via DL ,
and the other via DR. After combining D L and DR, we know that the MAT of D is
connected and has only one loop. Notice that the MAT of D is unique because the
MAT of D L and DR are unique.
Because fake boundaries have been introduced, even though MA circles C1 and Cz
intersect each other, the subdivision process still works fine. Otherwise, D L still has
a loop after subdivision because D L still has genus 1.
Consider a genus n compact domain. We can find two MA circles, where both of
the circles have foot points on the exterior boundary and the boundary of the same
hole. By subdividing the domain using fake edges, we reduce the domain to two
subdomains, one has genus zero and the other has genus n - 1. Continuing the
subdivision process and by induction, we have
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Corollary 3.30 The genus n compact domain has a unique, connected MAT, and the
MA has exactly n simple loops, each loop surrounding a hole in the domain and all
loops are surrounded by the exterior boundary of the domain. Furthermore, no loop
contains other loops.
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4. APPLICATION - THE MAT OF 2D AND 3D SOLIDS

There are two sections in this chapter. The first section describes algorithms
for extracting the MAT of 2D solids and the second section describes algorithms for
extracting the MAT of 3D solids. The algorithms are based on the maximal disc
criterion or on the equal distance criterion.
4.1

Proposed methods in 2D and their comparisons
There are many algorithms for finding the MAT of 2D solids. We discuss two

algorithms, one due to Danielson, the other due to Rosenfeld and Pfaltz. Both algorithms are based on the maximal disc criterion. Algorithms based on thinning the
domain are not discussed in this section because most of them do not use Euclidean
distance. Three algorithms are proposed to find the MAT for 2D solids. They are
the interpolation/extrapolation method, the Newton and march and the grid edge
interpolation method. The first method is based on the maximal disc criterion and
the others are base on the equal distance criterion.
The preprocessing of the first three algorithms is the same. The first step is to
find the distance transform of the domain using Danielson's 8SED algorithm. After
that, each pixel has distance amplitudes (a, b) which indicates that the distance to
the boundary is

J a 2 + b2 •

It also means the maximal inscribed circle centered at the

pixel has radius Ja 2 +b2 • The comparison between amplitudes (a,b) and (a',b') is
based on the distance to the boundary.
Each method has a different strategy to extract the MA grid points after the
distance transformation has been computed. We will discuss them one by one in each
subsection.
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4.1.1

Rosenfeld and Pfaltz's Method

Rosenfeld and Pfaltz [66] use city block distance to extract the distance transform.
After that, all of the local maxima of the distance transform are extracted as the MA
of the picture. Assume T =

(ti,j)

is the distance transform of an image. Test whether

the pixel at (i, j) is an MA point as follows:

If none of ti-I,j, ti,j-l, ti+l,j, ti,j+l is equal to

ti,j

+ 1, then (i,j) is an MA point.

We use the Euclidean distance transform and extend this idea by checking the distance
from 4 neighbors to 8 neighbors. That is,

+ 1, and none
ti,j + V2, then

If none of ti-I,j, ti,j-l, ti+l,j, ti,j+l is greater than or equal to ti,j

of

ti-I,j-l, ti-l,j+l, ti+l,j-l, ti+l,j+l

is greater than or equal to

(i, j) is an MA points.
The strategy used above is not good for the Euclidean distance transform because
the

ti,j

value is the distance to the boundary and the associated boundary value could

come from any direction, not only from vertical or horizontal directions. Consider
Figure 4.1: if a =f:. b, then the values for d1 , d 2 , d 3 and

d4

are all less than 1.0 although

the grid distance of the point to the vertical and horizontal neighbors is 1.0. An
analogous result can be derived for the diagonal neighbors.

See Figure 4.2 for a

example using this strategy. In this Figure, all circled numbers are MA points.
Predictably, the MA point for the domain in Figure 2.4 will have a lot of noise, as
shown in Figure 4.3(a). The picture has 500 x 500 grid points. Notice that there is
less noise if the pixel has a foot point that lies in the vertical, horizontal or diagonal
directions.
Using Montanari's idea [46], we give a threshold value to identify an MA point.
So, the new strategy becomes:
If none of ti-l,j,ti,j-l,ti+l,j,ti+l,j+l are greater than or equal to ti,j
threshold,

to

ti,j

+ 1.0 *

and none of ti-l,j-l, ti-l,j+l, ti+l,j-l, ti+l,j+l is greater than or equal

+ V2 * threshold,

then (i,j) is an MA points.
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Figure 4.1 The radii of a circle and its neighbor circles

Figure 4.2 The MA points extracted by modifying Rosenfeld and Pfaltz's Method
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(a) no threshold value

(c) threshold = 0.8

(b) threshold = 0.9

(d) threshold

= 0.7

Figure 4.3 The MA points found by using Rosenfeld and Pfaltz's method
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The MA points for the domain in Figure 2.4 is shown in Figure 4.3(b),(c),(d) for
threshold values equal to 0.9, O.S and 0.7 respectively. Notice that some MA points
have been eliminated with small threshold value.
4.1.2

Danielson's Method

Danielson [14] defined different discrete circles for each distance amplitudes. Let
the discrete circle DCircle(i,j)(a, b) be centered at a grid point whose coordinates are

(i, j) with distance amplitudes (a, b). If the coordinates of the grid are not important,
we write DCircle(a, b) instead. Figure 4.4 shows as example, the quarter circles

DCircle( 4,4), DCircle(5, 0), DCircle( 4,3) and DCircle(3, 3) for SSED.
Given a discrete circle DCircle(i,j)(a, b), the table g4(a, b) stores the squared radius
of largest discrete circle that may be centered at anyone of the four rectilinear
neighbors of (i, j) and is contained in DCircle(i,j) (a, b). Similarly, gS(a, b) stores the
largest squared radius possible for a contained discrete circle centered at the diagonal
neighbors of(i,j). For example, g4(4,4)

= (5,0) = (4,3) = 25 andgS(4,4) = (3,3) =

IS, as shown in Figure 4.4. Because of the error produced by the discretization, it
is possible that two circles with different squared radius produce the same discrete
circle.
Whether the grid point (i,j) with distance amplitudes (a, b) is an MA point is
decided by its grid neighbors. If the discrete circle associated with the grid point (i, j)
is not contained in one of the S discrete circles associated with its neighbors, then it
is a MA point. That is,
If anyone of (a4,b4) or (as,bS), where (a4,b4) and (as,bS) are the distance

amplitudes of the vertical/horizontal and diagonal neighbors of (i, j) respectively, satisfies g4(a4, b4) ~ (a, b) or gS(aS, bS) ~ (a, b), then the grid point

(i, j) is not an MA point because its associated discrete circle is contained in
one of the discrete circles associated with its neighbors. Otherwise, it is an
MA point.
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Figure 4.4 The Discrete quarter Circle with 8SED-mapping
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The tables for g4 and g8 are not easy to produce because of the discretization. We
derive a formula for the entries of the g4 and g8 tables. Although the values are the
same for the examples shown in Danielson's [14] paper, it is not proved that for all
grid point (i,j) with distance amplitude (a, b), the circle DCircle(i,j)(a, b) is contained
in the circles DCircle(i,j+l)g4(a, b) and DCircle(i+l,j+l)g8(a, b). The formula we use
IS:

S(a, b)

= {(a', b')lb' = 0,1,2,··· where a' is maxima,

such that a' 2: 0, b' 2: 0 and (a', b') < (a, b)}

S'(a,b)

= {(a",b")lb" > 0 and

(a",b"

+ 1) E S(a,b)}

g4(a, b) = minS(a, b)
g8(a, b) = minS'(a, b)
The MA point using Danielson's method with the g4 and g8 table produced by
the formula above for the domain of Figure 2.4 is shown in Figure 4.5(a).
If we consider the shape of the real circle instead of discrete circle, the equations

produced for g4 and g8 will be different. Consider a circle centered at the origin
with radius amplitudes (a, b), and let the difference of its radius with the radius of
the circles centered at the origin with amplitudes (a - 1, b), (a, b - 1), (a

+ 1, b)

and

(a, b+ 1) be d1, d2, d3 and d4, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.1. We define an error
bound e4 as half of the minimum value of d 1 , d 2 , d3 and d4 • Considering the eight
neighbors, we can define e8 similarly. With these two values, e4 and e8, as an error
bound for converting continuous circles to discrete circles, we produce g4( a, b) and

g8( a, b) as follows:
r4 =

J a 2 + b2 -

r8 = Ja 2 + b2

-

1 + e4

J2 + e8

g4(a, b) = max{(a', b')1 where a' 2: 0 and b' 2: 0 and a,2 + b,2 ::; r4}
g8(a,b)

= max{(a',b')1

where a' 2: 0 and b' 2: 0 and a,2

+ b'2

::; r8}
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The MA points using Danielson's method with the g4 and g8 tables produced by
the above formula for the domain in Figure 2.4 is shown in Figure 4.5(b). In this
picture, some noise exists near the boundary of the domain.
We know the discretization for a curve has large relative errors nearby. When the
grid point is far away from the boundary, the relative error produced by discretizing
the domain boundary is reduced, as evidenced by Figure 4.5(b). With this idea, we
produce g4 and g8 with different error bounds:
If a 2 +b2 > cut, then use the strategy above to produce the g4(a, b) and g8(a, b)

entry. Otherwise, use the strategy with a doubled error bound.
The MA points using this strategy with cut

= 20 is shown in Figure 4.5(c).

Notice that the strategy used in Figure 4.5(a), call it the discrete circle strategy,
produces less noise near the boundary whereas the strategy used in Figure 4.5(b),
call it the continuous circle strategy, produces less noise for grid point far from the
boundary. So, we have a hybrid strategy to produce the g4 and g8 table.
If a 2 + b2

:::;

cut, then produce the g4(a, b) and g8(a, b) entry using the discrete

circle strategy. Otherwise, produce them using the continuous circle strategy.
A good value cut is determined by the experiment. However, we find that this
approach produces new noise in the diagonal direction at distance cut. The MA
points for cut = 50 are shown in Figure 4.5(d).
Now, let g4c and g8c be the tables produced by continuous circle strategy and
g4d and g8d be the tables produced by discrete circle strategy. Let d be the squared

distance from the grid (i, j) to the boundary of the image. We set two values low
and high where low < high, so that the discrete and continuous circle strategy will
used for the grid whose squared distance to the boundary are 0 :::; d < low and
high < d <

00,

respectively. For the case that low:::; d :::; high, both strategy will

be used. The grid points (i, j) is an MA point only if the both strategies agree that

(i, j) is an MA point. So, this "overlap" strategy is:
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If d < low, then the g4d and g8d table are used to determine that whether

(i, j) is an MA point or not.
If d > high, then the g4c and g8c table are used to determine that whether

(i, j) is an MA point or not.
If low::; d ::; high, the grid point (i, j) is an MA point only if both tables, g4c

and g4d for vertical/horizontal neighbors and g8c and g8d for diagonal
neighbors, are agree that the grid point (i,j) is an MA point.
The results of this strategy with low

=

15 and high = 25 are shown in Figure

4.5(e).
4.1.3

Interpolation/Extrapolation Method

It is possible that non-MA points are not bounded by the maximal inscribed circle

centered at any of its eight neighbors [33], as shown in Figure 4.6. In this Figure,
the maximal inscribed circle centered at a is not bounded by the maximal inscribed
circle centered at its neighbors. But, it is bounded by the maximal inscribed circle
centered at i. In this situation, the maximal inscribed circle centered at a is not a
maximal inscribed circle of the domain. In this algorithm, we want to find the circle
centered at b, and the radius of this circle is interpolated by the nearby grid points,
marked c and e. Let the interpolated radius be d2 • The distance from the boundary
to the grids point a be d1 and the length from a to the interpolated point b be l. We
decide in this algorithm on MA points as follows:
If d2

-

d1 < l, then the grid point is an MA point.

The idea of producing the equation d2

-

d1 < l comes from the cyclographic

map. Before describing how we produce this equation, we would like to describe the
relationship between points in 3D half space and a circle in 2D [62, 4]. Consider the
point p in 3D half space and its associated circle Circle(p) in 2D, as shown in Figure
4.7. Let us called the upper cone and lower cones with apex p, UC(p) and LC(p)
respectively. A point q in 3D half space will have one of the following properties:
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(a) discrete circle strategy

(c) continuous circle strategy with

(b) continuous circle strategy

(d) hybrid strategy

different error bounds

(e) overlap strategy
Figure 4.5 The MA points obtained by different strategy
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z

Figure 4.6 The maximal inscribed circle in the interpolation/extrapolation method
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Figure 4.7 The relation between points in 3D half space and circles in 2D

1. If the point q is in the region (a) or on UC(p), then Circle(p) ~ Circle(q).

2. If the point q is in the region (b) or on LC(p), then Circle(q)

~

Circle(p).

3. If the point q is in the region (c), then Circle(p) intersects Circle(q) transversally.
4. If the point q is on UC(p'), then Circle(p) tangent to Circle( q) and neither
contains the other.
5. If the point q is in the region (d), then Circle(p) and Circle(q) do not intersect.
So, if the point p is an MAT point of a domain, there are no other points q on the
cyclographic map in the region (a) or on the boundary of the double cone whose apex
is p. Otherwise, the Circle(p) or Circle(q) is not a maximal inscribed circle of the
domain.
Now, consider Figure 4.8(a). We extend the picture into 3D so that the third
dimension represents the distance to the boundary for each grid point, as shown in
Figure 4.8(b). From this picture, if the grid point p is a MAT point, the

e angle,

cot- 1 d2i d! , should be greater than 45 degree. Otherwise, the Circle(p) ~ Circle(q)
and p is not an MAT point.
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p'

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 The interpolated radius d2 and extrapolated radius d1

+l
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Notice that linear interpolation is used in Figure 4.8, and in our implementation.
The output of this algorithm for the domain in Figure 2.4 is shown in Figure 4.9(a).
A threshold value is used to decrease the noisy MA points in the picture. The
strategy we now use is:

If d2

-

d1

< 1 * threshhold, then the grid point is an MA point.

Notice that the strategy we used before is d2

-

d1 < 1 * cot( </J) where </J is 45°.

Now, we set threshold = cot(</J) , so that a smaller threshold value has a large </J
angle. Notice that if p is the grid point under consideration as in Figure 4.7, the
larger the angle </J is, the larger the region (a) is, which then bounds more points
and reduces more noise. But, it also deletes some MAT points, especially MA points
whose foot points lie in nearly the same direction.
The MA points for the domain in Figure 2.4 using this approach with threshold =
0.90,0.80,75 are shown in Figure 4.9(b)(c)(d) respectively.
4.1.4

Newton and March

Form the theory we derived in Chapter 3, we know that a closed bounded domain
has a connected MAT. If we can find an MA point for this domain, we can find all
the MA points with a good strategy for walking along MA curves.
Given the boundary of a domain, we compute the distance transform for the
discretized domain as preprocessing step. With every grid point we associate the
index of a nearest edge or a concave vertex, and the direction and distance to that
edge or concave vertex. The main purpose of this steps is to solve the proximity
problem, and we will discuss it again later. We assume that the primitive curves
from which the boundary of the domain has been constructed are smooth.

The

connection between two primitive curves can be a concave or a convex vertex. We
call a primitive curve and a concave vertex a primitive object.
In this section, we describe:
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(a) no threshold value

(c) threshold

= 0.8

(b) threshold = 0.9

(d) threshold = 0.75

Figure 4.9 The MA points found by using the interpolation/extrapolation method
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1. How to formulate the system of equations for Newton iteration for one branch
of the MA points.
2. How to determine whether there is an MA point in a grid square.
3. How to find a starting point.
4. How to find the next MA point.
5. How to find a branch point of the MA.
6. How to deal with the end points of the MA.
4.1.4.1

How to formulate the system of equations for Newton iteration

Assume (UI,VI), (U2,V2) are points on the curve I(x,y) = 0, g(x,y) =

a respec-

tively, and that the normal of I at (UI, VI) and the normal of 9 at (U2' V2) contains a
point (x, y), so that the distance of (x, y) from (UI, VI) is equal to the distance from

(U2' V2)' Let Ix denote the partial differential of I with respect to the variable x. The
points (UI,Vd, (U2,V2) and (x,y) satisfy the following system of equations: [31]:

g(U2' V2) = 0
ly(uI, vI)

* (x -

UI) - IAUI, VI)

* (y -

vd =

gy(U2, V2)

* (x -

U2) - gx(U2, V2)

* (y -

V2) = 0

(x - UI)2

+ (y - VI)2 - (x - U2)2 - (y - V2)2

a

= 0

After solving the system, ordinarily, (UI' VI) and (U2, V2) would be footpoints of the
point (x, y), but under certain circumstances, they are not because there is another
boundary point that is closer than (UI, VI) or (U2' V2) are, as shown in Figure 4.10.
The solution of this system defines the equal distance points of I and g. The distance
here is local distance, but the MA points are with respect to the global distance.
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f

9

Figure 4.10 A solution point for newton iteration that is not an MA point

That is why the solution of (x, y) is a superset of the MA points of

f

and g. The

difference between local distance and global distance will be introduced in chapter 5.
There are 5 equations with 6 variable. So, the solution of this system of equations
has 1 degree of freedom in general. The first two equations state that points (UI, VI)
and (U2, V2) should be on f and g, respectively. The third and fourth equations assure
the perpendicularity properties when measuring the distance from the MA point to
the curve. The lines through the points (x, y) and (UI, VI)' and through the points

(x,y) and (U2,V2) will be perpendicular to the curves f and 9 respectively. The last
equation states that the distance of the MA point from

f

and from 9 are equal.

The system of equations for the equal distance points of a vertex (U2, V2) and a
curve

f

is:

f(UI, VI) = 0
fy(UI,Vt}

(x - UI)2

* (x -

+ (y -

ut} - fx(Ul,VI)

* (y -

VI) = 0

VI)2 - (x - U2)2 - (y - V2? = 0

The equal distance curve for two points (Ul, VI) and (U2, V2) is a line. The linear
equation is obtained by simplification from equal distance equation below:

Many curves have MA points, and we call them self-MA points. Let (Ul, VI) and

(U2, V2) be two points on f so that the normal of f at (Ul, VI) intersects the normal
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of f at (U2, V2) at (x, y). Furthermore, the distance between (UI, VI) and (x, y) is
equal to the distance between (U2, V2). The system of equations for finding the equal
distance points of the curve

f

is [35]:

f(U2,V2) =

a

fy(UI,VI)

* (x -

ud - fx(Ul,VI)

* (y -

VI) =

a

f y(U2,V2)

* (x -

U2) - fx(U2,V2)

* (y -

V2) =

a

(x - UI)2

+ (y -

vI)2 - (x - U2)2 - (y - V2)2 =

(1 - a * (UI - VI))

* (1 -

a * (U2 - V2)) =

a

a

There are 6 equations with 7 variables. Let us consider only the first five equations
for the case (UI, VI) = (U2, V2)' When (UI, VI) = (U2, V2), the first five equations reduce
to 2 equations with 4 variables, namely the first and the third equation. Any point

(x, y) on the normal of f at (Ul, VI) satisfies these two equations. So, we add a sixth
equation which asserts that the two points (Ul, VI) and (U2, V2) are not equal. Notice
that if points (UI, VI) and (U2, V2) are equal, then there is no a that satisfies the last
equation.
4.1.4.2

How to know whether there is an MA point in a grid square

Every grid point has associated with it the direction and distance to the boundary
of the domain. So, we can find the range of direction angles for the four vertices of
the grid square. Intuitively, if this range is small, as shown in Figure 4.11(a), there is
no MA point in this grid square. If the angle is large, as shown in Figure 4.11 (b) (c),
then there are likely MA points in the grid square. Because we can find two grid
points that produce a large angle range, we can also find the associated primitive
objects and formulate the system of equations for Newton iteration. The start point
for the Newton iteration is easy to find.
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(a)

v
(b)

Figure 4.11 The angle range of the vector from the boundary to the grid points

This idea can be extended into 3D. A cone which contains all vectors of the 8
corner points of a grid cube is determined. Such a cone can be represented by a axis
vector and an angle. When the angle is large, an MA point is expected in the grid
cube. When it is small, no MA point is expected.
4.1.4.3

How to find a starting point

If the boundary of the domain has a convex vertex, this convex vertex is a start

point for the MA of the two adjacent primitive curves that intersect at this point.
If this domain has no convex vertex, we can find a grid point p, so that among all

grid points, it has maximal distance to the boundary of the domain. Consider those
four grid squares of which p is a corner. Then not all of the grid points in these four
grid squares can have similar directions from the boundary. Otherwise, it contradicts
the fact that p has maximal distance to the boundary. So, one of the neighbor grid
square of p contains an MA point. After identifying the grid square with MA point
in the interior, a start point is easy to find.
4.1.4.4

How to find the next MA point

After finding one MA point, we would like to find the next MA point so that the
we can march along the MA branch. The new approximate point can be found by
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;f

;f

f
9

Figure 4.12 Next new estimated points for newton iteration

using the tangent line of the primitive curves. Consider the Figure 4.12; here

f and 9

are two curves and we are marching. The points (x, y), (UI' vr) and (U2' V2) are an MA
point of

f and g, a nearest point on f and a nearest point on g. Let the boundary of

the curve be oriented counterclockwise. The tangent line of the point (UI' VI) can be
subdivided into two half lines with (UI' VI) an end point. We define the half tangent
line as positive tangent line if it has same orientation as the curve, otherwise, it is
a negative tangent line. In Figure 4.12,

f has a positive tangent line and

9 has a

negative tangent line shown dashed.
The new estimated point

(x',y',u~,v~,u~,v~) for

Newton iteration can be found

easily. The points (u~, vD and (u~, v~) can be obtained from the point (Ull vr) and

(U2, V2), walking along the positive tangent line and negative line respectively; with
distance step, as shown in Figure 4.12.

The point (x', y') can be obtained from

bisector of these two tangent line, which is always passing through the point (x, y),
with the distance step to the point (x, y). From the new estimated point with Newton
iteration, we can find the new candidate MA point and its associated footpoints.
4.1.4.5

How to find a branch point of the MA

With every step of the Newton iteration, we find a new candidate MA point,
which has equal distance to two primitive objects. Whether this candidate MA point
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MA(J,g)

f

MA f,g)

f

f

MA(f,g)

g

MA(g,h)
(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 4.13 Crossing the branch of the MA

is in fact an MA point for the domain can be determined by the distance to the two
primitive objects, call it
1'2.

If 1'1 >

1'2,

1'1,

and the distance to the boundary of the domain, call it

then the candidate MA point is not an MA point of the domain, as

shown in Figure 4.13(a). In this case, the MA curve MA(J, g), whose footpoints are
on

f and

g, has reached a branch point. Let the candidated MA point be in the

grid square B. From the four corner grid points of B, we can find the associated
new primitive object, so that the new branch of the MA can be traced. If the new
primitive object is a primitive curve h, as shown in Figure 4.13(b), then the new MA
branch will be MA(J, h) and MA(g, h). It is possible that two new primitive objects
are found for the new MA branch, as shown Figure 4.13(c). In that case, we deal
with one primitive curve at a time. For example, if we deal with h first, the new MA
branches will be MA(J, h) and MA(g, h). After the first step extracting MA(g, h), we
will find that the new candidate MA point is not an MA point of the domain, so that
two new MA branches can be found immediately, namely MA(g, g) and (g, h).
Now, consider the case

1'1

<

1'2.

In this case, the footpoint for one primitive

curve is in the interior of the domain, as shown in Figure 4.14. Then, the system of
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.14 The parameter of

f

or 9 is out of range

equations should be changed from the curve/curve case to the curve/vertex case, or,
from the curve/vertex case to the vertex/vertex case.
4.1.4.6

How to deal with the end points of the MA

From the theory in chapter 3, an end point of the MA is always at a convex
vertex, or at the maximal curvature center of a primitive curve. Moreover, we know
that the end points of the MA are the closure of the MA points which have two or
more footpoints. If the MA curve approaches an end point of the MA, then those two
footpoints approach to each other. So, the maximal curvature center can be identified
by two footpoints approaching each other, as shown in Figure 4.15. Notice that the
end point approach to the convex vertex also has the property that its two footpoints
approach to each other.
4.1.4.7

Notes on the implementation

We have implemented this algorithm assuming a boundary that is a pIeceWIse
Bezier curve. The system of equations is simpler because one parameter for a primitive
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Figure 4.15 The approach from normal point to end point

curve identifies a footpoint. Let f(8)

= (11(8),12(8))

and g(t)

= (gl(t),g2(t))

be two

B6zier curves and let f1,s be the partial differential of f1 with respect to the parameter
8.

Then the system of equation for these two curves is:

(gl,t,g2,t) . (x - gl(t), Y - g2(t))
(x - f1(8))2

+ (y -

12(8))2 = (x - gl(t))2

= 0

+ (y -

g2(t))2

There are 3 equations with four variables. The point (11 (8), 12( 8)) and the vector

(!I,s,12,s) can be easily derived from the control points of the curve f [2]. Whether
the footpoints of the candidate MA point are on the boundary of the domain is easy
to decide by checking the value of the parameter. If the parameter value is between

o and 1, then it
f and g are out

is on the boundary, otherwise it is not. If both the parameters of
of range, then the MA curve went past a convex vertex, as shown

in Figure 4.14(a). If only one of the parameter is out of range, as shown in Figure
4.14(b), a new system of equations for Newton iteration should be considered. One
difficult decision in the algorithm is to choose a tolerance for this parameter. If we
let

-E

<

8

< 1.0 + E to mean that the point is on f, the true distance from f(O) to

f( -E) depends on the length of the curve f between f(O) to f(l). So, if f is a very
long curve and g is a very short one, it is not correct to use the same

E

for the two
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(b)

(a)

Figure 4.16 The MA points found by using Newton and march

curves. For estimating the length of the curve, we can use the length of the control
polygon of the curve. From it, a better

t

for each curve can be determined.

One example domain with its MA for this algorithm is shown in Figure 4.16(a).
Considering the radius of the maximal inscribed circle as the third dimension, we get
the Figure 4.16(b).
4.1.5

Grid edge interpolation

The systems of equations in the previous section always has n variable with n - 1
equations. If we can add one more equation, such as the equation for a grid line, then
only finite number of solutions exist. Assume that the grid square is small enough
so that every grid square has at most one branch MA point in the interior, and the
MA points for two primitive objects intersect the boundary of all grid square in at
most 2 points, each point on a different grid edge. Under those assumptions, instead
of marching step by step, we can find the MA points square by square. Consider
the figure 4.17(a)(b). After finding the MA points on the grid line, we can do linear
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interpolation for the MA points in this grid square, and the neighbor grid square will
be the next box we considered. It is possible that there are three neighbor grid boxes
if the new candidate MA point is a grid point, as shown in Figure 4.17(b). In this
case we need to check all these three boxes. Notice if there are no MA points on the
grid edge, the Newton iteration will diverge.
Assume that a branch point of the MA is in a box and connects three branches, call
them MAU, g), MAU, h) and MA(g, h), as shown in Figure 4.17(c). Their associated
approximated MA line is shown dashed. The MA branch point can be approximated
by the center of the triangle formed by the intersection of these dashed lines. If
the MA branch point connects more than three branches, we can find all of the
intersection points from the approximated MA lines, and find the "center" of these
points. If the points are located at

(Xi, Yi),

for i = 1, n, then their center can be defined

"£":=1 (Xi, Yi)/n. After finding the approximate MA branch point, the connection

as

between the MA branch points to each different branch is trivial.
If we consider the MA points of a parabola, the end point of the MA will be

approximated by the last MA point intersection with a grid edge, as shown in Figure
4.17(d).
Proposed methods in 3D

4.2

We define some terms for 3D solids T before giving the algorithms. Let us consider
an edge e of T. Assume this edge is the intersection of two eSG primitive surfaces

f

and g, whose normals point to the interior of T. Let the minimum angle and

maximum angle for the normals of
()max

<

1r,

f

and 9 at the points of e be

we call e a convex edge. If

edge. If ()min

;::: 1r

and

()max ;::: 1r,

()min

<

1r

and

()max ;::: 1r,

()min

and

()max'

If

we call e a singular

we call e a concave edge.

There are 3 different types of MA components of a 3D eSG object T, Namely an
MA face, an MA edge and an MA vertex. The normal MA points comprise MA faces.
The MA face, MA edge and MA vertex are locally homeomorphic to the plane, line,
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(a) MA normal point

(c) MA branch point

(b) MA normal point

(d) MA end point

Figure 4.17 The MA points found by Grid edge interpolation
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and point respectively. Because the dimensionality of these MA, we call them 2-MA,
1-MA and O-MA for MA face, MA edge and MA vertex respectively.
Notice that any combination of these three MA components is possible. Consider
the radius function that is approximately a small constant function, for the MA shown
in Figure 4.18. Then the original CSG objects shown in the Figure are bounded by:
(a) a solid sphere.
(b) a solid torus.
(c) the difference of two solid spheres with same center and different radius.
(d) the union of a solid cylinder with two solid spheres.
(e) proper difference, union operation on solid cone and solid torus, as shown in
Figure 4.19. Because the symmetry of the MA in Figure 4.18(e), we only draw
the domain which intersects a plane passing through the axes of cones and tori.
In this figure, the vertices which are marked "a" should be on the center of
those two circles in which the plane intersects the torus so that the MA curves
associated with the vertices "a" are smooth.
(f) proper difference, union operation on solid cylinder and solid torus, as shown
in Figure 4.20. As in (e), we only draw the domain which intersects a plane
passing through the axes of the cylinders and tori.
(g) proper union operation on solid block, solid sphere and solid cylinder.

Although we believe the MA for T is connected, the 1-MA alone is not connected.
Figure 4.18(f) is an example that the 1-MA alone is not connected. The MA for
a long cylinder, as shown in Figure 4.23 is an example that the 2-MA alone is not
connected.
We use a grid in our algorithm. In the very beginning, a bounding cube of T is
found and every side of the cube is subdivided into 2n line segments, where n is a
natural number. This induces (2 n ? grid cubes.
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•

(a) O-MA

(e) O,2-MA

o

•

(b) l-MA

(c) 2-MA

(t) 1,2-MA

Figure 4.18 The combination of MA

•

(d) O,l-MA

(g) O,1,2-MA
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o

a

(cone)

(toros)

(cylindl2")

Figure 4.19 The domain for O,2-MA

,
(cone)

(cone)
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..
(torus)

(torns)

• •
(cylinder)

Figure 4.20 The domain for 1,2-MA

(cylinder)

•
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Our algorithms restricts T as follows:
1. There are no singular edges on T.
2. There is at most one O-MA in each grid cube.
To simplify the data structure of the algorithms, we consider that every grid cube
has three faces, call them Xface, Yface, and Zface, depending on its normal, three
edges, call them X edge, Yedge and Zedge, depending on its direction, one vertex v,
and the interior i, as shown in Figure 4.21. We call these fields position indices of the
grid cube. We also call the vertex v a grid point.
The self-MAT is the MAT established from the primitive elements. For example,
the self-MAT for a sphere, cylinder, cone and torus are a point, a line, a half line
and a circle respectively. The self-MAT for a circle in space is a line. There is no
self-MAT for a concave vertex.
Let cube(i,j, k)-Xface denotes the Xface for the grid cube indexed by (i,j, k),
then the 6 faces, 8 edges and 12 vertices that bound the interior region of a grid
cube can be founded easily. For example, those 6 faces which bound cube(i,j, k)i are

cube(i,j, k)-X face, cube(i+1,j, k)-Xface, cube(i,j, k)_Y face, cube(i,j+1, k).Y face,
cube( i, j, k )_Z face, and cube( i, j, k + 1 )_Z face.
Let p be point. We define the neighbor grid cube of p to be the grid cube whose
closure contains p. So, if p is in the vertex, edge, face, or interior of a grid cube, there
are 8,4,2,1 neighbor grid cubes for p respectively.
4.2.1

Rosenfeld and Pfaltz's Method, Danielson's Method and Interpolation/Extrapolation Method

The algorithms that extend Rosenfeld and Pfaltz's method, Danielson's method
and the interpolation/extrapolation method into 3D are straightforward. We have
implemented the interpolation/extrapolation method. With the experience in 2D, we
can find a good threshold value to extract the MAT for 3D object. Because there
is no geometry information for the boundary of the 3D solids in the purely discrete
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Figure 4.21 The data for each grid cube
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algorithms, the connectivity of the MA is unknown. That is why the output of this
algorithm is a set of grid points, and no shadow can be given in the output picture.
4.2.2

Finding nearest approach pairs on the primitive surfaces and marching section
by section

This algorithm uses the following approach [32]:
1. By considering all pairs of boundary elements, determine for each pair the points
that are equidistant from both elements and have minimum distance.
2. Sort those points by their distance from the boundary.
3. Processing the points by increasing distance, construct the MA by tracing the
arising edges and faces.
To simplify the book keeping, we establish a table called primitive element table
(PET). The primitive elements of T are the primitive surfaces, concave edges and
concave vertices of T. And, PET stores the information of all primitive surfaces,
concave edges, and concave vertices of T.
The edges and faces of T are subsets of space curves and surfaces, respectively. We
call the corresponding curve or surface the carrier of the boundary element. Consider
two primitive elements of T,
points p E

f

f

and g. The closest approach pairs of

f

and 9 are two

and q E 9 so that the distance between p and q is locally minimal. The

midpoint of p and q is called the nearest candidate MAT point of T. We further define
the MAT point of

f

and 9 a candidate MAT point of T. Notice that the candidate

MAT point or the nearest candidate MAT of T is not necessarily an MAT point of

T. If the nearest candidate MAT point of T is an actual MAT point of T, we call the
point a nearest MAT point of T.
The information stored in the PET are:
1. If the element is a primitive surface:

(a) Exact representation of its carrier. The geometric information is stored.
For example, a center point with radius represents a sphere.
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(b) The implicit equation for the carrier of the primitive surface. The normal
always points to the interior of T. For example, if T is the difference
of two spheres centered at the origin with radius 4 and 1 respectively,
the representation for these two spheres are _x 2
x 2 + y2

+ z2 -

-

y2 -

Z2

+4

= 0 and

1 = O.

(c) The continuous faces which approximate the surface. These faces are produced from some solid modeler and they are only an approximation of the
surface.
2. If the element is a concave edge:
(a) Exact representation of its carrier. The only thing we need to store are
the index of two CSG primitive surfaces which indicate the edge is the
intersection of these two surfaces.
(b) The continuous line segments which approximate the edge. These line
segments are produced by some solid modeler.
3. If the element is a concave vertex, then we store the coordinates of the vertex.
The MAT entry (ME) stores some information for a specified MAT point:
1. The MA point coordinates.

2. The MA point position. That is, the index of a grid cube with proper position
index.
3. The distance to the boundary of T.
4. A linked list that stores the coordinates of all its footpoints and the associated
primitive elements.
The local MAT entry list (LMEL) stores the MAT entry in the same grid cube.
The order of this list does not matter. The global MAT entry list (GMEL) stores
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all MAT entries whose associated MAT in its associated grid cube have not yet been
calculated. The associated distance to the boundary of T is increasing in this list.
Each grid cube stores:
1. The MA type in the grid cube. If it is marked 2-MA, this means that a 2-MA
element has been found in the current grid cube. If it is marked I-MA, this
means that there are I-MA and/or 2-MA elements in this grid cube currently.
The O-MA mark is defined similarly. Null-MA is used for a grid cube for which
no MA point is known.
2. Geometric shape of the MA

III

this grid cube.

This is approximated by a

triangular face and it is used for computing an output sketch.
3. A primitive elements pairs list (PEPL). Each element of this list stores the index
of two primitive elements, which means that the MAT for these two primitive
elements in the grid cube has been calculated before.
4. Local MAT entry list.
The grid stack (GS) is a stack that stores the grid cubes we currently consider
for finding MA faces. Every entry of this stack contains a grid index, the index of 2
primitive elements and a starting point for finding the MA face for these two primitive
elements in the specified grid cube.
The input of our algorithm is the eSG tree for T and the output will be the MAT
for T. The main structure of this algorithm comes from [32].
Algorithm:
1. Initialize the PET, LMEL, and GMEL.
2. Find the nearest MAT point of T and modify LMEL and GMEL.
3. If GMEL is empty, stop and go to step 8. Otherwise, pop an entry from GMEL,
and call it D. Assume the MAT entry D stores the primitive elements

f

and 9
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and its neighbor grid cubes are G1, G2 ,· •• ,Gn . If the MA face for

f

and 9 is in

grid cube Gi , where i = 1, n, and has not been found yet, which can be checked
from PEPL in grid cube Gi , push Gi into GS.
4. If GS is empty, go to step 3. Otherwise, pop an entry from GS, and call it G.
Do newton iteration in the grid cube G, based on the information in D, to find
a new MA face. [10].
5. Modify every field of the grid cube G by:
(a) change to its proper MA type.
(b) store the shape of the MA element in this grid cube.
(c) insert the element pairs

f

and 9 into PEPL.

(d) Delete some ME from LMEL and GMEL if the candidate MAT point in
that ME is not an MAT point of T.
6. For each new candidate MAT point on the boundary of the closure of the grid
cube G, establish a new MAT entry and insert the entries into the LMEL of
the correct grid cube. Also, insert these entries into GMEL.
7. Go to step 3
8. Connect all self-MAT of the primitive surface of T with the MAT we found.
For finding the nearest MA point of T in step 2, we need to consider the nearest
MA point for every two primitive elements. The method we use to find the nearest
MA point for two primitive elements of T is in appendix A.
Step 5 is best to explained using examples. In our implementation, triangular faces
are used to approximate each MA face. To simplify the explanation, we use a plane
to represent the MA face. Consider the Figure 4.22, and assume the plane whose
corners are d s , d6 , d7 , ds is the MA face we found before and the plane whose corners
are d1, d2 , d3 , d4 is the MA face we find now for the primitive boundary elements

f
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Figure 4.22 The construction for I-skeleton

and g. We also assume that the starting point we use for finding the new MA face
is d 1 • Let the corresponding distance of the point d i from the boundary of T be

ri

for i = 1,8. If r1 < r4 and rs < rg, we know the resulting MA faces are in the plane
with corners d ll d2 , dg , d lO union the plane corners ds , d6 , dg , dlO • So, we change the
MA type from 2-MA to I-MA, and delete ME which corresponds to the candidate
MA point d7 and dg. Now, we have new candidate MA points d2 , dg , dlO , which will
be used instep 6. The change of I-MA to O-MA is similar.
Notice that from steps 1 to 7 of this algorithm, we only consider the MAT between two primitive elements of T, so the resulting MAT will always have type 2-MA
elements. We need to consider the self-MAT too. For example, consider the MAT
for a long cylinder, then the primitive elements for it will be an unbounded cylinder

f

and two planes 11 1 and 11 2 , as shown in Figure 4.23. All MAT points of 11 1 and 11 2

are not MAT points of T. From step 1 to step 7 of this algorithm, we find the 2-MA
for

f

and I1 Il and

f

and 11 2 , We connect these two pieces in step 8.

This algorithm does not work when T has self-MA elements for concave edges. For
example, consider the domain bounded by the union of a sphere and a cylinder, the
self-MA point for the intersection curve of the sphere and cylinder is not extracted
by our algorithm.
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Figure 4.23 The MAT for a cylinder

4.2.3

Newton and March, and Grid edge interpolation for each domain box

The Newton and march method and the grid edge interpolation method have the
same difficulties when extending from 2D to 3D. The geometry of the two boundary points which share the same MA points is more complex. In 2D, we have only
3 cases, namely vertex/vertex, vertex/curve and curve/curve. And, when marching
on the MA points, there are only 6 possible ways to change the system of equations we are using. They are from vertex/vertex to vertex/curve, vertex/vertex to
curve/curve, vertex/curve to vertex/vertex, vertex/curve to curve/curve, curve/curve
to vertex/vertex and curve/curve to vertex/curve. In 3D, the geometry of the two
boundary points which share the same MA points has 6 cases, and there are 30 possible ways to change the system of equations. Newton and march is more difficult
because we must explore surfaces and the resulting MA points have to be connected
properly. In the grid edge interpolation, we can interpolate the MA points we find in
one grid box, which makes the problem simpler. We only list the algorithm for grid
edge interpolation.
We would like to describe the data structure for this algorithm first. The Newton
entry (NE), Newton table (NT), same primitives Newton list (SPNL), same grid
Newton list (SGNL) and primitive element table (PET) are used. We will describe
the detail information for them. Assume we want to find the MAT for the 3D eSG
object T.
The Newton entry store:
1. Index pairs of two primitive elements. These two indices can be identical. In
that case, we are dealing with a self-MAT element.
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2. Starting point for Newton iteration for the two primitive elements.
3. Index to a grid cube. We will do Newton iteration based on the above information with the edge of these grid cubes. The MAT we find is in this grid.
4. Three pointers to Newton entries. One links the local Newton list and others
link the global Newton list. So, the global Newton list is a doubly linked list.
The information stored in the PET is:
1. If the element is a primitive surface, we store the implicit equation of the carrier

of the primitive surface.
2. If the eleII!ent is a concave edge, we store the exact representation of its carrier.
Here we store the index of two eSG primitive surface indicating that the edge
is the intersection of these two surfaces.
3. If the element is a concave vertex, we store the coordinates of the vertex.
Notice that given a Newton entry, we can find the associated primitive elements
we are interested in. And from the PET, we can derive the system of equations for
Newton iteration. The starting point of the Newton iteration can be found in the
Newton entry.
SPNL stores a doubly linked list and all entries in SPNL index the same primitives
element pair. SGNL stores a link list and all of the entry in SGNL index the same
grid cube.
The Newton table has dimension n x n where n is the number of primitive elements
of T. Every entry index by

f and 9 in the Newton table stores a pointer to the SPNL

where every Newton entry in the SPNL has indexed the same primitive element pair.
Each grid cube stores:
1. The MA type in the grid cube. If it is 2-MA, it means that one 2-MA element

has been found so far. If it marks I-MA, it means that there is a I-MA or
several 2-MA in this grid cube currently. The O-MA case is similar. Null-MA
is used for grid cubes which have no MA point, so far.
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2. Geometric shape of the MA in this grid cube. This is approximated by triangular faces and it is for the output sketch.
3. A primitive elements pairs list (PEPL). Each element of this list stores the index
of two primitive elements, which means the MAT for the two primitive elements
in this grid cube has been calculated before.
4. In/on/out classification and distance to the boundary of T from cube(i,j, k)v.
The footpoint or footpoints list is also stored.
There are some restrictions on T in the following algorithm:
1. There is at most one O-MA element in each grid cube.

2. T has at least two primitive surfaces.
Algorithm:
1. Initialize the PET and NT.

2. Find a grid point which is inside of T and has maximal distance to the boundary
of T. Find its neighbor grid point which will produce the MA elements on this
grid box. Decide which two primitive elements we are dealing with. Produce
the proper Newton entry and store it in the Newton table.
3. If one of the entries in the Newton table is not empty, then find the associated
primitive elements, call them

f and

g. Otherwise, stop and exit.

4. If NT(j, g) is not empty, then pop an entry E from NT(j, g). Otherwise, go to
step 3.
5. We know the two primitive elements in E are

f

and g. Assume the index of the

cube in E is (i,j, k) and the starting point for Newton iteration in E is p. Let
the MA point associated with p be wand its footpoint be r' on
If

f i=

9 or

f and

f and r" on

g.

9 are a concave curve which is not a circle, then do Newton
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iteration from E. Otherwise, find the self-MAT by the geometric properties of
f. Push (I,g) into PEPL of the cube(i,j, k).

6. For each new MA point q which we found in step 5, find the distance from q
to the boundary of T and its footpoints list and associated primitive element
indices list. Because of numerical error, this list could be a singleton even when
we have an MA point of T.
7. For each point q' in the footpoints list and its associated primitive element
If

l'

or,

=1=

g=

1'.

f and l' =1= g, or, f = l' and the angle between r'r and qlq is large,
l' and the angle between rHr and qlq is large, then establish two new

NE for function pairs (I', J) and (I', g) on the neighbor cubes of q. Push them
into the proper entries of NT and link them into SPNL and SGNL. Otherwise,
establish NE from the new MAT point on those neighbor cube where

f

and g

pairs are not in the PEPL, link them into SPNL and SGNL, and go to step 5.
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5. OTHER APPLICATION - OFFSETS FOR 2D CURVE

There are 5 sections in this chapter. The first section introduces the notions of
local distance, global distance, local offset and global offset. In the second section,
we review approaches to computing offsets devised by computer-aided geometric design (CAGD) and explain their local nature. In the third section, we reorganize
the Euclidean distance transform, thereby deriving two algorithms that are better
suited to computing the global offset. Both algorithms are further restructured in the
fourth section adding interpolation and iteration, thus increasing the accuracy of the
first two algorithms without changing the mesh size. The last section discusses the
implementation.
5.1

Introduction of local distance, global distance, local offset and global offset
Given a plane curve C, its offset by a distance d is a curve Off(C, d) such that the

points of Off(C, d) are at distance d from C. Similarly, given a surface S in 3-space,
its offset by a distance d is a surface Off(S, d) such that the points of the offset surface
are at distance d from S. These informal definitions can be made more precise in one
of two ways, depending on whether the distance is measured locally or globally.
Denote the Euclidean distance of two points p and q with d(p, q). Let C be a
curve in

n

2

,

and p any point. Define the global distance of p to C by

distg(p,C) = inf{d(p,q) I q E C}
where d(p, q) is the Euclidean distance of two points. For a smooth curve C, a local

distance can be defined as
dist/(p, C) = d(p, q)
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where q is on C and the line pq is perpendicular to the tangent of C at q. For most
reasonable curves C these definitions make sense. The offsets for surfaces are defined
analogously.
In the following, we assume that the curve C is simple and the surfaces to be
smooth except at finitely many points or curves, and that any straight line intersects
the surface in finitely many points, in the same sense. We call the curve or surface to
be offset the base curve or base surface, respectively.
The local and global offsets can be defined as follows. In the global offset, the
global distance is used, so that

Offg( C, d)

= {p E R? I distg(p, C) = d}

Offg(5, d) = {p E

n I distg(p,5) =
3

d}

Local offsets are simple to define analytically, given a parametric or implicit representation of the curve or surface[21, 29, 37]. Moreover, the local offset of an algebraic
curve or surface again is an algebraic curve or surface.
It is convenient to think of geometric optics: Consider the surface of a lake, and
image a curve C is drawn on the surface of the lake. If we hit the surface of the
lake on the points of a curve C simultaneously, then, at time t, the peak of water
wave generates the d = tc, local offsets, where e is the speed with which the front
propagates. It is assumed that the front propagates with uniform speed and locally
normal to the front. A physical analogue of the global offset is a grass fire front[3].
Briefly, image a curve C is drawn on a prairie, the fire begins along C simultaneously,
and spreads burning uniformly. At time t, the fire front is the global offset at distance

te, where e is the speed with which the front propagates.
Notice that the water wave will "flow-through" after the self-intersection of the
offset curve, but the grass fire will not. Figure 5.1 illustrates the local offsets of a
ellipse and Figure 5.2 illustrates the global offsets of the same ellipse.
Note that the offset has two real components, but only one of these is shown in
the figure.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

x
(d)

(e)

(g)

(h)

(f)

Figure 5.1 Local (one-sided) offset of a ellipse

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2 Global (one-sided) offset of a ellpise

(c)
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Consider the curve C with the implicit equation I(x,y) = O. Let (uI,vd be a
point on I and (x, y) be a point on the normal of I at (UI, VI). Let Ix denote the
differential of I with respect to x. In 2D, the system of equation for the local offsets
with distance d to the boundary in the dimensionality paradigm is [33]:

l(u,v)=O
Ix(Y - v) - Iy(x - u) = 0
(x_u)2+(y_v)2=d 2
The first equation states that the point (UI' VI) is on
the fact that (x, y) is on the normal of

I

I.

The second equation assures

at (UI, VI). And, the third equation asserts

that the distance from the boundary curve to offset curve is equal to d. Notice that
in the general case, the degree of freedom is 1, so that the offset of the curve should
be a curve in 2D.
In 3D, the system of equations for the local offset surface can be derived similarly.
It will have 4 equations with 6 variables. One equation states that a specified the point

(u, v, w) is on the surface I( x, y, z) = 0, two equations assure that an associated point

(x,y,z) is on the normal of the surface at the point (u,v,w), and the last equations
assure that the distance between the two points is equal to the offset distance. So,
the system of equations is:

l(u,v,w)=O
Ix(Y - v) - Iy(x - u)

=0

Iy(z - w) - Iz(Y - v)

= 0

(X-u)2+(Y-V)2+(Z-W)2 =d2
Now, let us consider the system of equations which generates the local offset
surface of a space curve. Assume that the curve is the intersection of two surfaces

I(x, y, z)

= 0 and

g(x, y, z) = 0, and that they intersect transversally. Let (x, y, z)
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be a point on the offset surface and (u, v, w) be a point on the curve. The system of
equations for the offset surface of

f

n9 is:
f(u,v,w) = 0
g(u,v,w) = 0

((Ix, fy, fz) x (gx,gy,gz)) . (x - u, y - v, z - w) = 0
(x-u?+(y-v)2+(z-W)2 =d2
The offset surface of a space curve is also called a canal surface. [42, 51, 52, 53].
Consider the modified cyclographic map S( C) of a curve C, and the restricted
cyclographic map S( C) of C of chapter 2. Then the intersection curve of z = d and

5(C) and of z = d and 5(C) are the local and global offsets curve of C, respectively,
with offset distance equal to d.
Local offsets playa role in geometric optics[23]. Global offsets, in contrast, are
a subset of the local offset, and are important in engineering applications[37]. Since
global offsets involve global distance computations, they are algorithmically more
difficult to determine. Briefly, the accepted strategy for computing global offsets is:
Determine the local offset. Then remove all those parts that are not at
global distance d, by trimming certain branches or regions bounded by
self-intersections [37].
We propose as alternative the following approach:
Integrate the global distance function up to distance d[14], and extract
the global offset as a level set of this function.
Our approach requires discretizing the curve or surface in the ambient space.
The locus of the self-intersections at which local offset regions border global ones
can be characterized by the MA. Computing the intersection of the MA with ad-offset
is equivalent to determining those self-intersections at which the traditional approach
to computing global offsets will cut away nonglobal offset segments or regions. Figure
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3 Global offset and MA for the same domain

5.3(a) shows the global offsets of the curve shown in Figure 2.4. For comparison, we
show the MA points for the same domain in Figure 5.3(b). Notice that the selfintersection points, or the cusp, in the offsets curves generate the MA curve.
Since our algorithm discretizes the ambient space, and then computes the global
distance based on this discretization, it is fairly insensitive to the problem dimension.
We have implemented two-dimensional versions, for offsetting curves, and only small
changes would be needed for offsetting surfaces in 3D with the same approach.
5.2

CAGD Approach to offset computations
Computer-aided geometric design (CAGD) has produced an extensive literature

on offsets of curves and surfaces owing to the importance of the subject [18, 19, 23,
21,30, 38, 67]. The majority of the methods constructs approximate representations
for local offsets of curves and investigate methods to trim them back to global offsets,
or restrict applicability to those cases in which the local and global offsets coincide.
When approximating the offset, special properties of the base curve representation
are customarily exploited. For example, offsets from (rational) parametric curves and
surfaces can be constructed approximately by transforming the control points [19].
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Figure 5.4 A Difficult Self-Intersection

Exact offset representations that belong to the same class of curves or surfaces usually
do not exist in the parametric case, except in very special cases [22]. Error estimates
for the deviation of the approximation from the true offset can be given [18]. If the
error is unacceptably large, the base curve or surface can be suitably subdivided and
the offset approximated anew.
In Figure 5.1 (a) to (b), the offset distance exceeds the smallest radius of curvature
of the base curve. This always results in self-intersection[36], and there are robust
and efficient mathematical criteria that can be used to detect such situations [18]. In
contrast, self-intersections such as the one shown in Figure 5.4 are harder to detect,
and no efficient and comprehensive strategies for detecting them appear to be known.
In consequence, it is not attractive to compute global offsets by trimming local offsets.

If the base curves and surfaces are algebraic, then the (local) offset is again algebraic, and in principle one can derive an implicit representation of the local offset
using elimination techniques [29]. In practice, this approach is unattractive for several
reasons:
• The symbolic computation required to derive the implicit form can be extremely
expensive [30].
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• The algebraic degree of the offset can be very high, even for base curves and
surfaces that have low algebraic degree [20]. Thus, subsequent computations
with the implicit form could be numerically difficult .
• The implicit equation represents the local offset and offers no advantage for
finding self-intersections.
Some of these difficulties are circumvented by the dimensionality paradigm [30, 31].
Again, the local offset is obtained and has to be trimmed if the global offset is wanted.
Trimming could be based on global surface evaluation algorithms [10]. This approach
is largely unexplored as yet.
5.3

Discrete Algorithms for Global Offsets

If the offset distance is small, that is, if the area enclosed by the base curve and
its offset is small in comparison to the total domain area, then the fixed sweeps of
Danielson's method result in more work than necessary. We therefore reorganize the
algorithm so as to eliminate unnecessary computations.
We wish to reorganize the computation so that the grid points are processed by
increasing distance from the boundary. If this can be done efficiently, then the offset
of a closed curve can be computed in time that depends on the offset distance and
the curve length, rather than on the entire enclosed area.
We process a grid point by assigning its distance.

Based on this distance, a

candidate distance is proposed for each of its neighbors, and each neighbor becomes a
candidate for processing. There will be a queue for candidate grid points. Note that a
grid point can appear several times in the queue, with proposed distances determined
from different neighbors.
To process grid points by increasing distance, we add them to a priority queue
indexed by the squared distance from the boundary. Initially, the discretized base
curve grid points are added to this queue, with a zero distance key. Grid points to
be added at a later time will have nonzero distance keys. Along with the distance
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key and the grid point coordinates, we store the distance amplitudes. The distance
amplitudes

~x

and

~y

are signed, so we know the direction in which the nearest

boundary point lies. By convention, the orientation of the vector
nearest boundary point (i o, jo) to the grid point (i o + ~x, jo

(~x, ~y)

is from a

+ ~y).

When removing the grid point (i,j) from the queue, it is processed as follows: Let

(i,j) have distance amplitudes

(~x, ~y)

according to our sign conventions. Enter

the distance of (i,j) into a matrix as element M[i,j], unless M[i,j] has already been
assigned. Note that an entry already assigned has already the correct distance to
the boundary, because all queue elements are processed by increasing distance. If

+ (~y)2 < d2, where d is the offset distance, then add to the priority queue the
entries (i + r,j + s), with distance amplitudes (~x + r, ~y + s), where r = -1,0,1
and s = -1,0,1 and rand s are not both zero, and such that (~x + r)2 + (~y + S)2 >
(~X)2

(~X)2

+ (~y )2.

This scheme will still require time proportional to the matrix size unless we can
initialize the entire matrix in constant time, independent of its size, access its entries
in constant time, and determine for each accessed entry whether it has been reassigned
since initialization. This can be done with standard techniques summarized in the
appendix B.
The work done by the algorithm to assign M amounts to examining each grid
point (i, j) that is at a distance no greater than the offset distance and computing the
distance amplitudes for its immediate neighbors. It is thus proportional to N =

AI h 2 ,

where A is the area enclosed by curve and offset, and h is the grid spacing. The
priority queue updates require an additional logarithmic factor, so that the asymptotic
complexity of the algorithm is O(N log N). We summarize the final algorithm.
Algorithm 1
1. Initialize M to unassigned and Q to consist of all curve points with distance
amplitudes (0,0).
2. While Q is not empty, delete the next (i, j) from Q and perform step 3.
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3. Let (a, b) be the distance amplitudes of (i,j). If M[i,j] is already assigned, do
nothing. Otherwise, assign the distance of (i,j) to M[i,j]. Enter into the queue

Q all entries (i + r,j + 8), where r
both zero, and

= -1,0,1
(a + r)2 + (b+ 8)2> a2 + b2.

and

8

= -1,0,1,

rand

8

are not

Note that Step 3 is slightly different for boundary points, unless we compute the offset
on both sides.
The offset curve can be extracted from M by examining all its entries. Alternatively, let a frontier point be any grid point with at least one neighbor whose distance
exceeds the offset distance d. Clearly the offset is near frontier points, and can be
extracted by processing them and their neighbors, without examining other matrix
entries. Frontier grid points can be registered when they are entered into M.
The offset could be left in discretized form, or an approximation of it can be
constructed by, say, interpolation. Greater accuracy is obtained by iteratively refining
frontier grid points to true offset points[31].
Note that Algorithm 1 generalizes to offsetting surfaces in three dimensions. Here
we have to work with a three-dimensional array and three distance amplitudes,

(.6.x, .6..y, .6..z).
Processing grid points by increasing distance is accomplished by a priority queue.
Since distance amplitudes, and hence the squared distances are integer-valued when
measured in multiples of the grid spacing, we can reduce the processing time by a
factor of log N if we can find the next closest unprocessed grid point in constant time.
This can be done as follows.
Note that every distance key of interest is an integer between 1 and D 2 , where
D =

rdl

is the offset distance measured in multiples of the grid spacing. We create

an index array I, where position I[k] is reserved for the distance key k. The entry

I[k] heads a list of unprocessed grid points, all at a conjectured squared distance k.
We add the grid point (i, j) with distance amplitudes (a, b) to the list headed by

I[a 2 + b2 ]. Now it is clear that we can process the grid points by first processing the
list at /[1], then the list at 1[2], and so on. Since distances are nondecreasing, we will
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never add a grid point to any list that is closer to the boundary than the points in
the list we are currently processing. In all other respects, the algorithm remains the
same.
It would seem that the array I is in size proportional to D 2 • However, note that

the distance of an unprocessed grid point to be added is not too far from the grid
point currently processed. When processing a point at the squared distance
point to be added is at a squared distance no greater than
where a 2 + b2 =
than

Ul

Ul

U2

=

(a

Ul,

a new

+ 1)2 + (b + 1)2,

and a, b ::; D. Furthermore, every point at a squared distance less

has already been processed. But

so that at any time there are at most 4D
allocate for I an array of size 4D

+2

nonempty lists. Thus, it suffices to

+ 3 as long as this space is used as a circular queue

[41]. Therefore, the space requirements for the index vector I are proportional to the
offset distance.
Note that we have to initialize entries in I when they are used for the first time,
as well as the intervening, empty items of smaller squared distance. Initialization
requires O(D 2 ) steps, but D 2 is dominated by N. We summarize this algorithm as
follows, without going into the details of managing the vector I as a circular queue.
Algorithm 2
1. Initialize M to unassigned, and I to empty. Add the curve points to the list

1[0].
2. For k from 0 to D 2 do Step 3.
3. For each entry in list k do the following. If M[i, j] is already assigned, do
nothing.

Otherwise, assign the distance of (i,j) to M[i,j]. Add all entries

(i +r,j +s) to list I[(a+r)2+ (b+S)2], where (a, b) are the distance amplitudes
of (i,j), and rand s have been selected as in Algorithm 1.
The time required by Algorithm 2 is O(N), and so improves Algorithm 1 by a factor
of log N.
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5.4

Iteration and Interpolation Algorithms
Since Algorithms 1 and 2 compute distances from grid points only, the discretiza-

tion of the base curve or surface into a set of grid points automatically introduces
errors proportional to the grid spacing. We now diminish these errors using both
iteration and interpolation. The main consequence of the changed approach is that
integer arithmetic is no longer appropriate. Also, the work per grid point processed
increases, but this increase can be offset by working with a coarser grid.
For each grid point, we will determine the following information: As before, we
compute the signed distance amplitudes .6.x and .6.y and the squared distance (.6.x)2 +

(.6.y)2. In addition, we identify the boundary segment or patch on which a nearest
point lies. For parametric boundary elements we also record the parameter value(s).
For grid points near the boundary, the additional data is determined first, say by
linear interpolation of the intersection of the boundary with the grid lines. Then the
distance amplitudes and the squared distance are computed from it. More precisely,
with

81

and

82

the parameter values at the intersection with the grid lines, the secant is

drawn and the perpendicular to it through the grid point is determined. Suppose the
footpoint intersects the secant in the ratio v : u. Then the parameter is approximated
by

8

= 81 + v( 82 -

81) /

(u

+ v), and the distance amplitudes by .6.x and .6.y.

See also

Figure 5.5. The grid point data could be refined by Newton iteration.
When processing the neighbor grid points, either with Danielson's algorithm or
with our Algorithms 1 or 2, the computations updating the distance amplitudes are
as before. To increase accuracy, we can store the distance amplitude mh

+ 8 as

the

pair (m, 8), since distance amplitudes increase by integer multiples of the grid spacing
h. The additional data describing the nearest boundary point are copied. This part

of the algorithm is the first phase.
Having so constructed an approximate distance of grid points, the frontier grid
points are now "polished" using Newton iteration. In consequence, their distance to
the boundary will be as accurate as possible. Then, the intersection of the offset
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Figure 5.5 Grid Point Data Near Boundary
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with grid lines is determined by linear interpolation. Again, Newton iteration can be
used to polish the point. These iteration and interpolation steps comprise the second
phase of the algorithm.
When a grid or offset point lies close to a self-intersection, the different distances
proposed by several neighbors will be close. This fact should be recorded, for the
iteration in Phase 2 changes distances slightly, and so the point may ultimately lie
closer to another part of the boundary. Thus, the originally proposed footpoint on the
boundary may not be the true one. In this situation we have to iterate the distance
from each foot point associated with a neighbor who proposed approximately the same
distance. The algorithm so derived and based on the data structures of Algorithm 1
will be called Algorithm 3.
5.5

Experimental Results
We implemented Algorithms 1 and 2, and a version of the iteration and interpo-

lation method based on Danielson's algorithm. Input and output can be provided in
several ways. We can interface to j jELLPACK [39] which provides us with graphical
tools for defining 2D domains bounded by Bezier curves of arbitrary degree and with
holes allowed. Alternatively, we can draw any shape with Framemaker, a commercial
document preparation system. The shapes consist of cubic Bezier splines, ellipses,
and line segments, and need not form domains.
We timed the execution of Danielson's method and of Algorithms 1 and 2 on the
three sample shapes shown in Figure 5.6(a)(c)(e), using a grid size of 500 x 500. Their
associated offsets, which have distance to the boundary of 10,20,30, and so on, are
shown in Figure 5.6(b)(d)(f). Danielson's method processed all 250,000 grid points,
whereas Algorithms 1 and 2 processed only grid points up to the offset distance. The
performance timed on a SUN SPARC 2 workstation is summarized in Table 5.1. All
computations correspond to the 8SED version. The results show that Algorithm 2
strictly improves Algorithm 1.
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(a)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.6 Sample domains and their offsets
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Table 5.1 Performance of Danielson's algorithm and of Algorithms 1 and 2
Danielson's Algorithm
Domain A: 16.85 sec

Domain B: 17.61 sec

Domain C: 16.86 sec

Algorithms 1 and 2
Domain

Offset

N

dist

A

B

C

Time Alg 1 Time Alg 2
(sec)

(sec)

10

32,718

14.27

9.13

20

62,648

28.80

19.85

30

91,558

42.56

28.42

10

41,587

19.20

12.50

20

78,932

36.91

25.78

30

111,797

51.60

33.60

10

47,419

21.20

13.61

20

87,918

41.17

27.59

30

114,755

57.20

34.08
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We determined for which value of N Algorithm 2 is as fast as Danielson's algorithm.

On average, the algorithm requires 3.035 . 10- 4 seconds per grid point

processed, whereas Danielson's method requires 0.684 . 10- 4 seconds per grid point
processed. Thus, Algorithm 2 does 4-5 times as much work per grid point. In consequence, Algorithm 2 is better than Danielson's method for those offset distances at
which the enclosed area is less than 22 % of the area of the entire grid.
Adding iteration and interpolation impacted performance significantly. The algorithm was run on a 30 x 30 grid using Newton iteration to get accurate distance
at grid points and using linear interpolation to extract the offset.

This required

0.65 sec. Visual inspection of the output showed that the offset so determined was
roughly equal in quality than the offset determined by Algorithm 2 on a 300 x 300
grid, which required in contrast 8.74 sec.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis, the theory for the MAT of 2D solid has been investigated. We prove
the uniqueness, divisibility, connectedness and reversibility properties for 2D solids.
Algorithms are proposed to extract the MAT based on these properties. For example,
the Newton and marching method can find all of the MAT from an MAT start point
because of the connectedness property of the MAT. The Euclidean distance transform
for 2D and 3D solids on the grid points is computed before extracting the MAT or
offsets of the solids. Danielson's 8SED algorithm is used for the DT of the 2D solids
because it is closed to the Euclidean distance transform. An similar 26SED algorithm
extends the method to 3D and is used for the DT of 3D solids.
Several Methods have been proposed to extract the MAT for 2D and 3D solids.
Two criteria, the maximal circle criterion and the equal distance criterion, are used to
extract the MAT. Rosenfeld and Pfaltz's method, Danielson's method and interpolation/extrapolation method use the maximal circle criterion by testing each grid point
locally to decide whether a specified grid point is an MA point. With this approach,
the results of the algorithms are a set of grid points. Although;, it is straightforward
to extend the computation to 3D, such output is hard to visualize when the grid MAT
points are projected to the 2D screen, especially for large numbers of grid points with
lots of noisy points. Newton and marching and grid edge interpolation use the equal
distance criterion. The results of these algorithms are a number of connected line segments. The algorithms can be extended to 3D, using more complex data structures,
so that the result MA points are approximated by facets, line segments and vertices.
Detecting self-intersections in offsets is a problem that has both a mathematical
and a combinatorial character. Some self-intersections can be detected based on
local criteria applied to boundary elements, but others require evaluating the spatial
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relationship between unknown parts of the base curve, and this is difficult for the
traditional offset algorithms in the literature.
We have addressed the problem by discretizing ambient space, and by "posting"
a geometric datum in this common space. Self-intersection is thereby reduced to the
problem of deciding whether a particular array element has already been assigned.
The approach poses an exacting trade-off between the accuracy that is achieved and
the memory that is required. Greater accuracy demands denser grids, and so larger
arrays are needed, especially in three dimensions. Algorithms 1 and 2 use this approach.
The memory requirements of Algorithms 1 and 2 are dominated by the matrix M.
The matrix could be implemented differently. For example, by storing each element
in a balanced search tree only O(N) memory is needed. This is a big improvement for
small offset distances, but costs a logarithmic factor in the access time. The impact
on the overall performance can be judged from the speed differentials of Algorithms
1 and 2.
Hybrid schemes that combine the discrete algorithm with interpolation and iteration allow using coarser grids without sacrificing accuracy, and save both time and
space. Algorithms 3 is an examples. Our experience with the implementation suggests exploring adaptive schemes in which an initial coarse grid is refined selectively
only in critical areas.
Future work on the MAT will focus on the applications of the MAT of 3D solids.
Many questions can be asked about the application, such as:
• Is MAT good to be used as shape representation in solid modeling?
• Is the point/solid classification problem for such a representation simplier than
conventional representations?
• Are the union, difference and complement operations easier to implement than
with the conventional representations?
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• Is the MAT representation helpful for calculating the distance to the boundary
of a solid?
• Is the MAT representation helpful for blending the surface?
• Can the MAT make the finite-element mesh generation problem in 3D easier?
These questions should be investigated in future work.
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Appendix A: The Plucker Coordinates and the nearest approach pairs between two
primitive objects

A.l

Introduction
This appendix gives algorithms for finding closest approach points between two

geometric shapes.

Plucker coordinates are used in some of the cases considered,

because they simplify the computation.
There are 6 sections in this appendix.

The theory of Plucker coordinates is

sketched without proof in section 2. Notations and definitions are given in section 3.
With them, simpler computations can be given for finding the nearest approach pairs
in some cases. Some theorems that are used in later sections are also stated. Sections
4, 5 and 6 propose some methods to find the shorest approach pairs between two
objects. The object can be a CSG primitive surface, a curve generated by two CSG
primitive surfaces, or an algebraic surface or curve. The shortest approach pairs can
be a O-surface such as two points, a I-surface surface such as two lines, two circles,
etc., or a 2-surface such as two spheres or two tori. Sections 4 and 5 consider cases
where the shapes come from CSG primitive surfaces. Algebraic surfaces and curves
are considered in section 6.

A.2

Plucker Coordinates

This section concerns the computational aspects of the geometry of lines in 3D
using Plucker coordinates. Many properties of Plucker coordinates are listed without
proof. Some of the proofs can be found in [26, 68].
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A.2.1

Pliicker ray coordinates

Let L be a line that passes through two points x = (XI, Xz, X3, X4) and Y =
(YI' Yz, Y3, Y4), where the point coordinates are homogeneous with Xl and YI the ho-

mogeneous variable. Let Pij = XiYj - XjYi, where i

=1=

j. The six-tuple

gives the Pliicker ray coordinates of the line. We write Lray(x, y)

= (P, P)

where P

=

(PIZ,PI3,PI4) and P = (P34,P4Z,PZ3). For simplicity, we usually write L ray = (P, P).

A.2.2

Pliicker axis coordinates

+ azxz + a3X3 + a4X4 = 0 and let
[bl, bz , b3, b4] represent the plane blXI + bzxz + b3X3 + b4X4 = O. Assume that these

Let a = [aI, az, a3, a4] represent the plane alxl
b=

two planes intersect in the line 1. The six-tuple

where qij = aibj - ajbi are the Pliicker axis coordinates of 1. We write L axis = (Q,
Q) where Q=( qlZ, q13, q14) and Q = (q34' q42, qZ3)' Note that Pliicker axis coordinates
have many of the properities of the Pliicker ray coordinates. The connection between
these two coordinate systems is given by:
Theorem A.31 The ray coordinates (P, P) and axis coordinates (Q,

Q)

of a line are

connected by the equations
(PIZ : Pl3 : Pl4 : P34 : P42 : PZ3) = r( q34 : q42 : qZ3 : ql2 : ql3 : q14)

That is, there exists an r
A.2.3

=1=

0, such that (P, P)=r(Q, Q) as vectors.

Properties

Before further describing the properties of Pliicker coordinates, we define some
notations for operations on points and vectors. Let us define the polymorphic operators

"+", and" -", denoting sum and difference of two points, two vectors, or
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a point and a vector. The symbol "*" denotes the product of two scalars, a scalar
and a point, or a scalar and a vector. The symbols "." and "x" denote the inner
product and the cross product of two vectors. All of the operators are defined for 3D
Euclidean coordinates and the corresponding homogeneous coordinates.
Plucker coordinates have the following elementary properties:
1. Pij = -Pji

2. P . P

= 0, where·

denotes the inner product of vectors.

3. The points on the line Lray(P,P) differ by multiples of P. Moreover, the plane

which contains the line Lray(P,p) and the origin has normal P.
4. Let L ray be a line whose Plucker ray coordinates (pij) have been computed from
the two points x and y. Let x' and y' be any two points on the line, i.e., let
x'

= klx + llY

and y'

= k 2x + 12Y.

Then the Plucker coordinates derived from

x' and y' are (p~j) where (p~J = (k 112 - k 21t)pij

5. Let L ray be a line with Plucker ray coordinates (pij). If Pl2
contains (0,PI2,PI3,P14) and (PI2,0,-P23,P42)'

=I 0, then L ray

If Pl3 =I 0, then L ray con-

tains (0,PI2,PI3,PI4) and (PI3,P23' 0, -P34)'

If Pl4 =I 0, then L ray contains

(0, P12, P13, P14) and (P14' -P42, P34, 0). If Pl2

=

Pl3

=

Pl4

=

0, the line is at

infinity. Notice that every finite line, which is a line with one of P12, P13, Pl4 not
equal to zero, always contains a finite point and a point at infinity.
6. Let L axis be a line with Plucker axis coordinates (qij). If ql2
on the planes [0, q12, q13, q14] and [qI2' 0, -q23, q42]' If ql3
the planes [0, q12, q13, q14] and [qI3' q23, 0, -q34]' If ql4

=I 0, then L axis is

=I 0, then L axis is on

=I 0, then L axis is on the

planes [0, q12, q13, q14] and [qI4' -q42, q34, 0]. Notice that the plane [0, q12, q13, q14]
contains the origin. If ql2

=I 0, the plane [qI2' 0, -q23, q42] is parallel to but does

not contain the x2-axis.
7. Let x = (Xl, X2, X3, X4) be any point. Then x is on the line Lray=(P,P) if and
only if (X2' X3, X4) xP

= xlP for

Xl

=I

°

and (X2' X3, X4)

= >.P

for Xl

= 0.

Note
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that the condition Xl

=I=-

°is equivalent to requiring that the point is not at

infinity.
A.2.4

More Properties

In the following, points are always denoted by the symbols rand

r'.

(P, P), (Q,

Q) and (W, W) are always lines. Planes are denoted a and a' . All of the Pliicker
coordinates are ray coordinates from now on.
Theorem A.32 The Pliicker ray coordinates for the line which contains (rl, rz, r3, r4),
rl

=I=-

0, with the direction (d z , d3 , d4 ) are (P, P) where P = (d z , d3 , d4 ) and rIP =

(rz, r3, r4)

X

(d z , d3, d4). This is equivalent to Lray((rl' r2, r3, r4)(0, d2, d3, d4)).

Theorem A.33 The parametrization for the line with ray coordinates (P, P) is:

Note that all of these lines pass through a finite point when t =

°

and through the

point (0,PI2,PI3,PI4) at infinity.
Theorem A.34 Let L I = (P, P) and L 2 = (Q, Q):
1. If P=,\Q and P=,\Q for some ,\ =1= 0, then L I = L 2 •

2. If P=,\Q and P

=I=-

,\Q for some ,\

3. If P=,\Q for some,\

=I=-

=I=-

0, then L I is parallel to L 2 •

0, then L1 and L Z are on the same plane. Also, the plane

will have the normal P and contain the origin.
4. p·Q+p·Q=O if and only if L1 and L 2 intersect.
5. Assume p·Q+p·Q=O. Then P'Q=IIPIIIIQII cos e if and only if L1 and L 2 intersect with the angle
other.

e.

In the special case p·Q=O, the lines are normal to each
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Theorem A.35 The Plucker coordinates for the normal of the surface F( Xl,

°

at the point

(Xl, X2, X3, X4)

are

Lray((Xl, X2, X3, X4),

the partial differential of F with respect to

A.3

X2, X3, X4)

(0, F X2 ' F X3 ' FxJ), where FXi

=

1S

Xi.

Definitions and theorems
The definitions and theorems of in this section simplify the problem of finding the

nearest approach pairs in some cases.
Definition 6 Let p

= (Xl, X2, X3, X4)

be a point or a vector in 3D with

Xl

the homo-

geneous variable. If Xl = 0, then p represents not only a point at infinity, but also a
3D vector

(X2,X3,X4)'

Vector operations in homogeneous coordinates, such as inner product, cross product, ... , etc., can be derived directly from the affine definition. The operators for
points or point/vector are:
• Addition of two finite points.

(Xl

• Addition for a point and a vector.

=I-

°

(Xl

and Y1 =J. 0).

=I- 0)

• Difference of two points.

Notice the difference of two points is a vector from one point to the other.
• Scalar product for a point or a vector.
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• The parametric equation for a line passing through a point p = (Xl, X2, X3, X4)
with the direction n = (0, n2, n3, n4) is p + t

* n, where t

E

R.

Definition 7 We define the following notations for CSG primitives as shown in Figure
A.1:
plane [at, a2, a3, a4] represents the plane alXl

+ a2X2 + a3X3 + a4X4

= 0, where Xl is

the homogeneous variable. The normal vector [0, a2, a3, a4] is always normalized,
that is a2

+ a3 + a4 =

1.

sphere S(p, r) represents the sphere centered at p with radius r.
cylinder Cy(p, axis, r) represents the cylinder which has the axis p + t * axis, t E R
with radius r. The axis is always normalized.
cone Co(p, axis, len, wid) represents the cone which has the axis p + t
and the angle a = tan- l

* axis, t E R

wid
len

Torus T(p, axis, major, minor) represents the torus which has the axis p+t*axis, t E

R with major radius "major" and minor radius "minor". Consider the plane
that contains the point p with normal axis. Then the circle centered at p with
radius major on this plane is the circle axis of the torus.
We define the point p for the primitives S (p, r), CY(p, axis, r), C o(p, axis, len, wid)
and T(p, axis, major, minor) the reference point of the primitive surface.
Definition 8 Let q be a point on the CSG primitive surface

f.

The normal projection

reference point q' of q is defined as follows:

• If f
• If

= S(p, r),

then q'

f = Cy(p, axis, r)

point of the normal to
• If

f

= p.
f = Co(p, axis, len, wid),
f at q and the axis of f.

or

then q' is the intersection

= T(p, axis, major, minor), q' is the intersection point of the normal to

at q on

f

and the circle axis.

f
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Figure A.l Primitive surface for CSG
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We write q'

= N P(j, q).

Sometimes we write q'

= N P(j) if j

is a plane or sphere.

Theorem A.36 If j = Cy(p, axis, r) and q is on j, then

N P(j, q) = p + (axis· (q - p))
If j

= Co(p, axis, len, wid)

* axis

and q is on j, then

NP(j,q) = p +

Ilq - p112.
(q - p) . axzs

* axis

If j = T(p, axis, major, minor) and q is on j, then

N P(j, q) = p + major * (axis

X

=

(II~ ~II

X

axis))

After expanding the equation, we can find each component of the normal projection point. For example, if j

= CY(p,axis,r),

where p

= (1,px,Py,Pz),

axis =

(O,ax,ay,a z ) and q = (1,qx,qy,qz) is on j, Then,

* (qx - Px) + ay * (qy - py) + az * (qz - pz).
Similarly, if j = Co(p, axis, len, wen) where p = (l,px,py, Pz), axis = (0, ax, ay, a z )

where 1 = ax

and q = (1, qx, qy, qz) is on j, Then,

where

it

= ax

* (qx -

Px)

+ ay * (qy -

py)

+ az * (qz -

pz) and 12 = (qx - Px)2

+ (qy -

py )2 + (qz - Pz?
The N P(j, q) for the torus case can be obtained similarly.

If we want to test whether a point q is on the surface j, we can evaluate the
implicit equation of j. When j is in general position, then j could be obtained by
transforming the implicit equation of j, in standard position, with help of a coordinate transformation. Numerically, this is not attractive, because floating-point errors
subtly change coefficients in the resulting equation so that, for example, a circular
cylinder would not be exactly circular, but probably somewhat elliptic. A method
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that is numerically more stable is to transform the geometric characteristics of

f

and

to construct from them the transformed implicit equation. This is also advocated by
Goldman and Miller [24, 25]. In particular, we proceed as follows.
Let q be a point on the surface, q' = N F(q, 1) the normal projection reference
point of q. Then

• If f = S(p,r), we need to check whether

Ilq - pll = r.
Ilq -

N P(j, q)11

• If f

= Cy(p, axis, r), we need to

• If f

= Co(p, axis, len, wid), we need to check whether axis· (q -

check whether

= r.
p)

= IIq - pll *

len

• If

f

= T(p, axis, major, minor), we need to check whether

Ilq -

N P(j, q)1I

mznor.
Sometimes we need the implicit equation for all primitive surfaces, especially when
we generate a system of equation. The implicit surface is easy to generate by treating
the point q as unknown. For example, let p

= (l,PX'Py,Pz)

and q = (l,x,y,z). The

implicit equation for the sphere S(p,r) is (q - p) . (q - p) - r 2 = O. More precisely, the
implicit equation is:

Similar techniques can be used for cylinder, cone, and torus. Assume the cylinder

Cy(p, axis, r) has p = (l,px,py,Pz) and axis

= (0, ax, ay, az), then the implicit equa-

tion for the cylinder is:

where 1 = ax * (x - Px) +ay * (y - py) +a z * (z - pz) The implicit equations for cone and
torus can be derived similarly. The implicit equations so derived have degree 2,2,2,4
for sphere, cylinder, cone and torus respectively.
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Let II(n,p) be the plane through the point p = (Xl, X2, X3, X4), Xl =I-

a with normal

+ n3x3 + n4x4), X1n2, X1n3, X1n4]' The
tangent plane for the surface l(xl, X2, X3, X4) = a is [-x1(x21x2 + x31x3 + x41x4), l x2'
l x3' l x4], where Ix; is the partial differential of 1 with respect to Xi.

n

= (nl, n2, n3, n4)'

Then II(n,p)

=

[-(n2x2

Let (1, i) = L ray (P1,P2) = Laxis(IIl, II 2 ) be a line in 3D. This line contains the points

P1, P2 and is the intersections of the planes II 1 and II 2 . Notice that the direction of
the line (1, i) will be P2 - P1 or norma1(IId x norma1(II 2).
Let F and G be primitive surfaces, or a curve that is the intersection of primitive
surfaces, or a vertex. The nearest approach pairs are the set of points on F and on
G, call them F' and G' such that for every point of F', we can find a point in G' so
that the distance between these two points is equal to the minimum distance between
F and G. If F and G are two coplanar and concentric circles of different radii, then

F'

=F

and G'

= G.

So, in this case the nearest approach pairs are two circles. If F'

and G' are single points, then the line through them is the nearest approach line.
Theorem A.37 Let F and G be primitive surfaces or a curve that is the intersection of
two primitive surfaces. Assume the nearest approach line (1, i) of F and G intersects

F at q1 and G at q2. Then:
1. If F is a primitive surface, then

(1, i) is perpendicular to F and passes through

NP(F,q1)'
2. If F is the intersection of the primitive surfaces 11 and

fz,

let II 1 be the plane

which contains the points N P(ft, qd, N P(J2, qd and q1. Then the line (1'z) is
on the plane II 1 .
The proof for the first case is trivial. It is easy to see the second case is true,
because the three vectors, which are 1, the normal of 11 at q1, and the normal of 12
at q1, are perpendicular to the tangent of the curve, and the normals of 11 at q1 and
of

fz

at q1 pass through the points N P(J1' q1) and N P(J2, qd, respectively.

Notice that if F and G are the curves generated by the intersection of two primitive
surfaces, say

ft, fz

and 91,92 respectively, and if II 1 and II 2 are two planes that contain
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three points, q1, N PU1, ql), N P(h, ql) and q2, N P(g1, Q2), N P(g2' Q2), respectively,
then, (l, I)

= Laxis(Ih, II 2 ).

Lemma A.38 Let Intersect(objl, obj2) denote the intersection of objl and obj2.
1. If objl

= lIt

2. If objl

= II is

and obj2

= II 2 are planes, then Intersect(II 1 , II 2 )

a plane and obj2

= (l, I)

=

Laxis(IIl, II 2 ).

is a line, the intersection point is easy

to find after parametrizing the line.
3. Let objl = (l1, {I) and obj2 = (l2, {2). If these two lines intersect, then the
equation II ·l~ + 12 . {I = 0 is true. In this case, we can find the intersection point
of the line (l2, l~) and an arbitrary plane which contains (l1, l~) but not (12' l~).
This arbitrary plane can easily found, because it is easy to transfer the Plucker
ray coordinates of (l1, {I) to Plucker axis coordinates and from the Plucker axis
coordinate, we can easily find two planes which intersect at (l1, l~). We select
either one of the planes whose normal is not perpendicular to 12.
Intersect (obj 1, obj2) also works for finding the intersection point for a line and a
CSG primitive surface. After parametrizing the line, one, two or four intersection
points will be found depending on the surface.
Definition 9 The operator Move( obj, n, d) moves the object "obj" along the direction

n by the distance d.
Definition 10 The operator Rotate( obj, p, axis, alpha) rotates the object "obj" around
the line passing through the point p and p + axis clockwise, looking from p to the
point p + axis, by an angle of alpha degrees.
Definition 11 Circle(p, axis, r) represents a circle in 3D. The circle is centered at p
with radius r. The circle is the intersection of the plane II( axis, p) and the cylinder

Cy(p, axis, r).
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Closest approach pairs between CSC primitive surfaces

AA

In this section, we assume that the two surfaces

f

and 9 do not intersect. If they

intersect, the closest approach pairs will be the intersection points of the two surfaces.
Points and lines are considered as spheres and cylinders with radius zero.
Solving closest approach pair between two primitive surface

AA.1

The nearest approach pairs for two CSC surfaces can be two points, two half
lines, two lines, two circles, or even two planes or two tori. We will find the nearest
approach pair algebraically, that is, by solving a system of equations, when the nearest
approach pairs are finitely many pairs of points. Otherwise, the solution will be found
by geometric constructions.
AA.1.1

Sphere vs. sphere or sphere vs. plane

It is trivial to find closest approach pairs for this case.

AA.1.2

Sphere vs. cylinder

Assume

f

= S(Pl, rt} is a sphere and 9 = CY(P2' axis, r2) is a cylinder. Let the

nearest approach line (l,l) pass through the point q' = P2

+ t * axis

on the axis of

the cylinder. From the fact that (PI - q') must be perpendicular to axis, we derive

t

=

(PI - P2) . axis. After we find the line passing though PI and

q',

the nearest

approach pairs are easy to find.

AA.1.3

Sphere vs. cone

Assume

f =

S(PI' r) and 9

=

CO(P2' axis, len, wid).

Assume also that a

tan -1 ( wid/ Ien). There are three cases for this problem:
1. PI is on P2
circles.

+ t * axis, t

> O. In this case, the nearest approach pairs are two
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P2

(b)

(a)

Figure A.2 Sphere vs. cone

2. PI is inside or on the cone Co(p2,-axis,wid,len).

In this case, the nearest

approach pairs are two points. One of the points is the apex of the cone.
3. PI is not on the axis of the cone and not in the interior or on the cone CO(P2'
-axis, wid, len). In this case, the nearest approach pairs are two points. None
of the points is the apex of the cone.
The closest approach pairs for the first case are two circles. Consider a plane that
contains the axis of the cone. The plane intersects the cone in two lines, as shown in
figure A.2(a). Then

.

Slna=

cos a
we derive

IlpI - qlli
r

=

IIPI - b211
IlpI - P211

~--"'-'-

= Ilbl - qlli = IIp2 - b211
r

~--"'-'-

IlpI-P211

IIb2 - q211
IIp2 - b211
IIp2 - q211
IIp2- b211
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Let

(PI - P2)
n = --'-----'-

ql =

IlpI - P211
PI - IlpI - qlll * n

rl

=

IIb l

-

qlll

r2 = IIb2- q211
The circles Circle( ql, axis, rl) and Circle( q2, axis, r2) are closest approach pairs for
the sphere

f

and the cone 9 in the first case.

The closest approach pairs for the second case are the same as "sphere vs. sphere",
where one of the spheres is the apex of the cone.
For the third case, let q2 = P2
of

f

+ t * axis be the point on the nearest approach line

and g, and on the axis of the cone. From the fact that the nearest approach

line will have the angle %- a with the axis of the cone, we have (q2 - pd . axis =

Ilq - PIli cos(% -

a). We can find t by solving this equation. Notice that the equation

has degree 2, so we have two solutions in this case, as shown in Figure A.2(b). We
are only interest in the larger t in this case.
There is also an easy geometric solution. Consider the figure A.2(b). Note that
the projection point

ql of PI

onto the line P2

+ t * axis, can be found easily.

From the

fact
tan a

IIql - q211 can also be found,
ql + Ilql - q211 * axis.
AA.1.4

= -len = Ilql - q211
wid
IlpI - qlll

.:..:..=..._--=--.:..:..

and then the point q2 can be calculated easily by q2 =

Sphere vs. torus

Assume

f = S(pl,r)

this problem:

and 9

= T(p2,axis,major, minor). There are five cases for
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1. The center of the sphere PI is on the axis of the torus. That is, the closest
approach pairs will be two circles. Notice that a point can also be represented
by a circle with radius zero.
2. The center of the sphere is on the circle axis of the torus. In this case, the
nearest approach pairs are two circles.
3. The center of the sphere is not on the circle axis of the torus and is on the
cylinder CY(P2' axis, major).
4. The center of the sphere is not on the axis of the torus and is in the interior of
the cylinder CY(P2, axis, major).

5. The center of the sphere is not on the axis of the torus and is in the exterior of
the cylinder CY(P2' axis, major).
Consider Figure A.3(a), and assume that the angle between (q - pd and P2 - PI
is a. Then a = tan- I

IImajorllo
PI-P2

.

bIll = .:..:....::....---'
IIq2 - b2 11
:-'- major
r
IlpI - b211 IlpI - qll
IlpI - qI11 = IlpI - q211 = IlpI - P211 =-'-'---IIp2 - q2
r
IlpI - b211 IlpI - qll
minor

SIn a

cosa=

From the fact that

=

IIqI -

it can be derived

IIp2 -

q211

= minor * cos a

Let

n =

(P2 - PI)
IIp2 - PIli

.,..:.::---=--~

rl

= IIqI -

r2

=

bIll

IIq2 - P211
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qi =

PI

+ Ilpl - qill * n

Then, these two circles Circle( ql, axis, rl) and Circle( q2, axis, r2) are the nearest
approach pairs for this case. Notice this case does not cover the case that PI
The case the PI = P2 is trivial. If r

= P2.

> major + minor, then the nearest approach

pairs are Circle(pl, axis, r) and Circle(Pb axis, major

+ minor).

If r

< major -

minor, then the nearest approach pairs are Circle(pll axis, r) and Circle(Pb axis,
major - minor). If major - minor::; r ::; major

+ minor,

then

f

and g intersect

each other.
For the second case, the nearest approach pairs are two circles, namely Circle(PI'

n, r) and Circle(PI' n, minor) where n

= axis

x (PI - P2)'

For the third case, the nearest approach line is the line passing through PI with direction axis. We can solve this case geometrically by find the line (l, i) = Lray(PI,PI +

axis). Notice that this line passes through PI, the circle axis of the torus, and intersects the axis of the torus at infinity.
For the last two cases, let lx and ly be the distance from PI to the axis of torus
and to the plane II( axis, P2) respectively. Assume the nearest approach line passes a
point q' on the axis of the torus and the distance from q' to P2 is l. If PI is on the
plane II (axis, P2), we know that the nearest approach line will passing through PI
and P2. Without loss of the generality, we assume the point PI is on the positive side
of the plane II(axis,p2), that is, axis· (PI - P2)

> O. With the picture in A.3(b)(c)

and the similar triangular properties, the value l can easily be found for the last two
cases. They are l

= major * :JLx for
1

1

the fourth case and l

The nearest approach line passes the point P2

P2 - l

* axis

= lmajor~ly
for
lastrcase.
x-m
athe
Jo
·

+ l * axis

for the fourth case and

for the last case. Notice that the nearest approach line for these two

cases passes through PI, the "circle axis" and the axis of the torus.
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axzs

axzs

PI

(a)

xzs

PI

(c)
Figure A.3 Sphere vs. Torus

(b)
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Figure AA Plane vs. cylinder

AA.1.5

Plane vs. plane

f = lab a2, a3, a4]

Assume that
are

f

and 9 = [a~, a2, a3, a4], the closest approach pairs

and 9 itself. The middle plane for

f

and 9 is [a1;a; ,a2,a3,a4].

Notice that the normals of planes are always normalized. Notice also that

f

and

9 do not intersect if and only if they have the same normal.

AA.1.6

Plane vs. cylinder

Assume

f

=

lab a2, a3, a4] and 9

= Cy(p, axis, r).

The only case that

f

and 9 do

not intersect is when the axis of the cylinder is perpendicular to the normal of the
plane. The nearest approach pairs for this case are two lines. We can find these two
lines by(See figure AA):
1. Find the plane that contains the axis of the cylinder and is perpendicular to
the plane

f

by Ih = II((O,a2,a3,a4) x axis,p).

2. Assume the normal of

f

points toward the axis of the cylinder. Let (l1, [1) =

Laxis(IIbJ) and (l2,1~) = Move(axis,-(O,a2,a3,a4),r).
(12 , 1~) are the nearest approach pairs of this case.

Then, (lI)I) and
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A.4.1. 7

Plane

VS.

Assume that

cone

f = [aI, a2, a3, a4]

and g

= Co(p, axis, len, wid),

let a

= tan- I %i:.

There are two cases for this problem:
1. The closest approach pairs are two points. In this case, the closest approach
line will contain the apex of the cone.
2. The closest approach pairs are two half lines. In this case, the angle between
the axis of the cone and the normal of the plane is

I-a.

The first case is the same as the "sphere vs. plane" case. The nearest approach pairs
for the second case can be found as follows (See figure A.5):
1. Find the plane that contains the axis of the cone and is perpendicular to the
plane

f

by TIl = II(axis x (O,a2,a3,a4),p),

2. Find the intersection line for the plane
3. Find the plane parallel to

f

f

and III by (h, {I) = Laxis(J, III)'

and tangent to g by TI 2 = II(n x lI,P), where

The closest approach pairs are contained in these two lines (II, [d and (I2, l~). The
end point of the line (/2, l~) is p, the apex of the cone. The end point on the line

(II, {I) is the projection point of p on the plane

f.

Note that the plane normals of the

points on the half line of (II, {I) intersect the half line of (l2' l~) and the cone axis.

AA.1.8

Plane vs. torus

Assumef

= [aI,a2,a3,a4] andg = T(P2, axis, major, minor).

There are two cases

for this problem:
1. The normal of f is parallel to the axis of the torus. That is, the closest approach
pairs will be two circles.
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Figure A.5 Plane vs. cone
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2. The normal of

f

is not parallel to the axis of the torus.

The closest approach pair for the first case can be found by:
1. Finding the distance l from p to

f.

2. Decide whether the plane is above or below the torus. If the axis of the torus is

parametrized by pz + t * axis, and the intersection point of the axis of the torus
with the plane is a point with positive parameter, then the plane is above the
torus. Otherwise the plane is below the torus. Let sign
torus. Or, sign

= -1

if

f

= 1 if f

is above the

is below the torus.

3. The nearest approach pairs are two circles. They are Circle( axis, p
minor

+ sign *

* axis, major) and Circle(axis,p+ sign * l * axis, major).

For the second case. Let n

= (az, a3, a4)

be the normal of the plane. Without loss

of generality, we assume the point pz is on the positive side of the plane. That is, the
angle between pz - p, where p is any point on the plane, and the plane is less than

I'

Let the nearest approach line pass the point q, which is a point on the axis of the

torus, and let l be the distance from p to Pz, as shown in Figure A.6(a)(b). From the
. th
' n = cos a an d cot a = -.-,
I
. *1
\./l-Iaxis.nl
propertIes
at axzs·
we can fi n d l = major
. 1 .
maJor

If axis . n

> 0, then

then q = pz - l

q

= pz + l * axis.

If axis· n

aXls·n

= 0,

then q

= pz.

If axis· n < 0,

* axis.

The six remaining cases consider surface pairs (J, g) where each surface has an
axis of symmetry. For point-pair solutions, the closest approach line must interest
both axis. In the following, we assume that the intersection points are

where axis l is the axis of

f

and PI is the reference point of

f,

and

where axis z is the axis of g and pz is the reference point of g. We also assume
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n

axzs

(a)

n

axzs

(b)
Figure A.6 Plane vs. torus
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AA.1.9

Cylinder vs. cylinder

Assume

f

= CY(Pl' axisI, rd and g = CY(P2' axis 2, r2), there are three cases for

this problem:
1.

f

and g have the same axis. In this case, the nearest approach pairs are

f

and

g. See the figure A.7(a).

2.

f

and g have parallel axes. In this case, the nearest approach pairs for

f

and g

f

and g

will be two lines. See the figure A.7(b)(c).

3.

f

and g have skew axes. In this case, the nearest approach pairs for

will be two points.
The first case is simple. The skeleton for these two cylinders will be CY(PI, axisI, ~)
The closest approach pair for the second case will be two lines. They can be found
by: (Notice axis l

= axis 2 in this case)

1. Find the plane that contains the axis of

f

and the axis of g by III = II( n, pI),

where n = (P2 - PI) x axis l .
2. Find a plane II 2 = II(axis,pl) which has the normal axis l .
3. Let (1, i)

= Paxis(III, I1 2 ).

tion points of (1,i) and

f,

Parametrize the line (1,

and find the two intersec-

and the two intersection points of (1,i) and g.

4. Let the nearest approach points for

f

respectively, then the two lines (II, [1)
L ray (q2' q2

i),

and g on the line (1,i) be ql and q2

=

Lray(ql' ql

+ axis 2) are the closest approach pairs of f

+ axis l )

and (12, [2)

and g in this case.

The closest approach pairs for the third case will be two points. From the assumption before and the fact that axis l . v = 0 and axis 2 . v

= 0, we derive:
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After solving these two equations, we can find the nearest approach pair easily.
It is easy to solve this problem geometrically by (See the figure A.7(d)):
1. Find a vector perpendicular to axis 1 and axis 2 by n = axis 1 x axis 2.

2. Find the plane that contains PI and is spanned by the vectors axis 1 and n, so

III = II( n x axist, pd
3. Find the plane that contains P2 and is spanned by the two vectors axis 2 and n,

so II 2 = II(n x axis 2,P2)
4. The line (l, i) = Laxis(II1, II 2 ) is now the closest approach line.

AA.1.10

Cylinder vs. cone

Assume f

= CY(Pt, axist, r) is a cylinder and 9 = CO(P2, axis 2, len, wid) is a cone.

There are three cases for this problem:
1. The closest approach pairs are two half lines. In this situation, the axes of
and 9 intersect with an angle a = tan -1

f

'rei:

2. The closest approach pairs are two points. One of the point is the apex of the
cone.
3. The closest approach pairs are two points. Neither point is the apex of the cone.
In this situation, the axes for the cylinder and the cone are skew.
The lines that contain the two half lines for the first case can be found by (See
figure A.8):
1. Find the line (l1, [1) passing through P2 parallel to axis 1.

(it, [1)

= L ray (P2,P2

+ axisd·

2. Find the line (l2, [2) on the cylinder closest to the cone by:
(l2,[2)

= Move(L ray (P1,P1 + axis 1),n,r) where n

= a1 x ((P2 - pd x a1)'
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f

(b)

(a)

n

f

9

(l, )

(I, Z)
(d)

(c)
Figure A.7 Cylinder

V8.

cylinder
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Figure A.8 Cylinder vs. cone
3. The two lines (11, (1) and (12, 1~) contain those two half lines we want to find.
The end points of the half lines are easy to find.
The second case is the same as "sphere vs. cone".
For the third case, from the assumptions we state before, and the fact that
axis 1 • v
.
aXZS2 • v

=

=0
7r

Ilvll cos("2 -

a)

we need to solve two equations, one with degree one and the other with degree two,
for this problem.
AA.1.11

Cylinder vs. torus

Assume that

f = CY(P1, axis!, r) is a cylinder and g = T(P2, axis 2, major, minor)

is a torus. There are three cases for this problem.
1. The two axes coincide. In this case, the nearest approach pair is two circles.
See figure A.9(a)(b).
2. The two axes are perpendicular to each other, and the minimum distance d
between the two axes d is less than or equal to major. In this case, the nearest
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approach pair are two points if d = major, or two pairs of points if d < major.
See Figure A.9(c).
3. The case not included above will have one or two pairs of points as its nearest
approach pairs. Moreover, the nearest approach line passes through the axes of

f

and g, and the circle axis of the torus g.

The first case is simple. If r > major
Circle(p2' axis, major

+ minor)

+ minor,

then Circle(p2,axis,r) and

are the nearest approach pair in this case. If r <

major - minor, then Circle(p2' axis, r) and Circle(p2' axis, major - minor) are the

nearest approach pair in this case. Notice that if major - minor::; r ::; major +
minor,

f

and 9 will intersect, which is excluded here.

The second case can be solved by (See figure A. 9(c) ):
1. Find the plane containing the circle axis of the torus.

III = II(axis 2,P2)'
2. Find the projection line of the axis of the cylinder onto III.
(l,l)

= Paxis(IIl,II2)

where II 2

= II(axis l

x axis 2,PI)

3. After parametrizing the line (l,1), it is easy to find the intersection points of
(l, i) and the circle axis of the torus. Let these two intersection points be ql and
q2. Notice that if d

= major, then ql = q2.

4. The nearest approach line will be

(it, [d

= Pray (ql' ql

+ axis 2)

(l2, l~) = Pray (q2, q2

+ axis 2)

Notice that the nearest approach line intersects the circle axis but not the axis of the
torus in this case.
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For the third case, we solve two equations with two variables sand t. These two
equations are degree 1 and 4 as shown below.
axisl . v = 0
{ axis2 . v =

= (P2

where v
AA.1.12
Let

- PI)

+ (t * axis 2 -

s

J

.t

maJor 2

+t 2

* Ilvll

* axis l ).

Cone vs. cone

f = CO(Pb axisI, lenI, widd

and 9 = CO(P2, axis 2, len2, wid2). Assume al

=

tan-l(widI/lend and a2 = tan-l(wid2/len2)' Without loss of generality, we further

assume a2

~ al.

There are six cases in this problem:

1. The nearest approach line passes through at least one of the vertices of these
two cones.
2. The two axes coincide and the angle of the two cones are equal. In this case,
the nearest approach pairs are a cone and a trimmed cone, as shown in figure
A.10(a).
3. The two axes are in the same plane and the angle between axis l and axis 2 is
equal to al

+ a2, as shown in figure A.10(b).

In this case, the nearest approach

pairs are two half lines.
4. The two axes are in the same plane and the angle between axis l and axis 2 is
equal to a2 - al. Furthermore, if al

=I a2, the two axes intersect at

the exterior

of the two cones, as shown in Figure A.10(c).
5. The two axes are in the same plane and the angle between axis l and axis 2 is
equal to

7r -

(a2 - ad, as shown in figure A.10(d). Furthermore, the footpoint

of PIon 9 is not the apex of g. And, if al
the interior of the cone
segments.

f.

=1=

a2, then the two axes intersect in

In this case, the nearest approach pairs are two line
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P2

PI

PI

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure A.9 Cylinder vs. torus
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6. The nearest approach pairs are two points. None of the points are the vertices
of either cone.
The first case is same as the sphere/sphere or the sphere/cone case.
For the second case, assume j is contained in the interior of g, as shown in Figure
A.I0(a). From the picture, we know
tan 0:

r

= wid = Ilq - PIli
len

r

From the fact that

we can find r. Once we find r, the point q is easy to find. The cone j, and the cone
9 above and on the plane II( axis1, q) are the nearest approach pairs in this case.

The third case can be solved by:
1. Find the plane that contains the two axes, call it III. Let III has normal

nl'

Then

2. Rotate the axis l clockwise about

nl

by

0:1

3. Rotate the axis 2 counterclockwise about
n3

degree.

nl

by 0:2 degree.

= Roiaie(axis 2,P2' nl, 0:2)'

4. These two lines (11, l;)

= LraY(Pl' PI + n2) and (12, l~) = L raY (P2' P2 + n3) contain

the nearest approach pairs in this case. The end points of the half lines are easy
to find.
The fourth case is similar to the third case.

Notice that if

0:1

=J. 0:2 and the

two axes intersect at the exterior of the two cones, as shown in Figure A.l O( e), the
situation is the same as in sphere/cone case.
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The fifth case is also similar to the third case. Notice that if the footpoint of Pl
on 9 is the apex of g, this situation is the same as the sphere/sphere case. If al =J.

a2

and the two axes intersect in the interior of the cone j, as shown in Figure A.10(f),
this situation is the same as the sphere/coile case.
The last case requires solving two equations of degree 2 and 1.

Ilvll * sin al
(axis 1 • v) * sin a2 = (axis 2 . v) * sin al

axis 1 · v =
{

where v
AA.1.13

= (P2

- Pl)

+ (t * axis 2 -

S

* axis 1 ).

Cone vs. torus

Assume j = CO(Pl, axis 1 , len, wid) where a

= tan- 1 ( wid/len)

and

g=T(p2,axis 2,major,minor). There are three cases for this problem:
1. The two axes of j and 9 coincide. In this case, the nearest approach pairs are

two circles. It is possible that one of the circles has radius zero.
2. The nearest approach pairs are two points. One of the points is the apex of the
cone.
3. The nearest approach pairs are two points. Neither point is the apex of cone.
The first case is trivial and is illustrated in figure A.ll(a)(b)(c). Using techniques
analogous to the sphere/torus case, where the center of the sphere is on the axis of
the torus, we can find q!, q2, rl and r2. Then, the two circles Circle(ql' axis!, rl) and
Circle( q2, axis 2, r2) are the nearest approach pair in this case.

The second case is the same as sphere/torus case.
The third case requires solving two equations of degree 2 and 4 because:

= Ilvll * sin a
axis2 . v = Ilvll * vi ,t
ma)or +t
axis 1 · v

{

where v = (P2 - pt}

+ (t * axis 2 - s * axis 1 ).

The details are routine.

2

2
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure A.I0 Cone vs. cone

PI

(b)

(a)

PI

(c)
Figure A.ll Cone vs. torus

o
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A.4.1.14

Torus vs. torus

Assume

f =

T(p!,axisl,majorl,minorl) and 9

=

T(p2,axis 2,major2,minor2)'

There are eight cases for this problem:
1. The two axes coincide, PI

= P2,

and majorl

= maJor2.

In this case, the two

tori are the nearest approach pairs.
2. The two axes are perpendicular to each other, P2 - PI is perpendicular to axis l
and axis 2, and majorl

= IIPI -

P211

> major2 or major2 = IlpI - P211 > majorl'

In this case, two circles are the nearest approach pairs as shown in figure A.12(a).
3. The two axes are perpendicular to each other, P2 and axis 2, and majorl = major2

= IlpI -

PI

is perpendicular to axis I

P211. In this case, two pairs of circles

are the nearest approach pairs for this problem as shown in figure A.12(b).
4. The two axes coincide, PI = P2, and majorl

i- major2'

In this case, the nearest

approach is a pair of circles as shown in figure A.12(c)(d). The two circles are
in the plane II( axis!, pI)
5. The two axes coincide,

PI

i- P2

and majorl = major2' In this case, the nearest

approach pair is a pair of circles as shown in figure A.12(e). The two circles are
on the cylinder Cy(aI,axisl,majorl)'
6. The two axes coincide, PI

i- P2

and majorl

i- major2'

In this case, the nearest

approach pair is a pair of circles as shown in figure A.12(f). The two circles are
on a cone whose angle is a =

majoTl-mitT2.
PI-P2

7. In all other cases, nearest approach pairs will consist of pairs of points.
The first case is trivial.
For the second case, without loss of generality, we assume majorl > major2' Let
n

=

t

-P2 •

PI-P2 11

Then the two circles Circle(p!, axis l , minor2) and Circle(pI, axis l ,

majorl - minorl) are the nearest approach pairs in this case. The circle axes of the

tori and the nearest approach pairs are shown in figure A.12(a).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)
Figure A.12 Torus vs. torus

(c)

(f)
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The nearest approach circles, in the third case, can be found by applying the
second case twice. The circle axes of the tori and the nearest approach pairs in this
case are drawn in the figure A.12(b).
The nearest approach pairs for the fourth, fifth, and sixth cases are pairs of circles
with the same axis. We need to find the centers and the radii of these circles. We
only draw the intersection of the tori with a plane that contains the axes of the tori.
The nearest approach pairs for the fourth case, shown in Figure A.12(c)(d), can be
obtained straightforwardly. The centers of these circles are PI and the radii of these
circles depend on the relation between major}, major2, minorl and minor2.
For the fifth case, assume that axis l and axis 2 point in the same direction and

f

is above g. Then, Circle(p2 + minor2, axis 2, major2) and Circle(PI - minorl, axis!,

majord are the nearest approach pairs for this case, as shown in figure A.12(e).
Consider the figure A.12(f) for the sixth case. Assume the axes of

f

and g point

in the same direction and majorl < major2. From

maJorl

tan a =

Ilpl _ qll

Slna

=

maJor2

.
.
maJ or2 - maJ orl

IIp2 - qll

Ilpl - P211

rl - maJorl
mznorl

cos a =
We can find
rl

= majorl + minorl * sin a

r2

= major2 - minor2

Ilpl - qill =

where tan a =

* sin a

minorl cos a

ma j oT2- ma joTt.

Ilpt-P2

Then, Circle(PI-llpl-qlll*axis!, axis!, rl) and Circle(P2+llp2-q2*axis 2, axis 2, r2)
are the nearest approach pairs in this case.
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Table A.1 The number and degree of the equations we have to solve

~

I sphere I plane I cylinder I cone I torus ~
sphere

l..

plane

1..

(1)

(2)

(2)

1..

(1)

(2)

(2)

(1,1)

(1,2)

(1,4)

(1,2)

(2,4)

cylinder
cone

(4,4)

torus

We have to solve two degree 4 equations for the seventh cases because

where v = (P2 - PI)

+ (t * axis 2 -

s * axis I ).

Note that there are 16 solutions for the equations. We have to test each one of
them so that the nearest approach pairs can be founded.
The following table summarizes the number of equations we need to solve in each
case if the nearest approach pairs are finitely many point pairs. The notation 1.. means
that no equation needs to be solved. One equation with degree i will be represented
by (i) and two equations with degree i and j will be represented by (i, j).

A.5

Closest approach pairs involving curves generated by two CSG primitive surfaces
We do not enumerate the cases in which the nearest approach pairs consist of

infinitely many point pairs. For example, the nearest approach for a sphere and a
circle, or for two circles could be two circles. We only describe the generic case. Before
the description of this section, we would like to introduce some abbreviations.
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Let f be a primitive surface. Then its implicit equation f( XI, X2,

X3, X4)

= 0 can

be obtained from the feature of the surface, as described in the beginning of this
appendix. For testing whether the point

= (1, q2, q3, q4) is on the surface, we write

q

"q E f test". For example, if 9 = Cy(p, axis, r) is a cylinder, the associated implicit
equation

= 0 for the cylinder can be produced. Then, the

9(XI, X2, X3, X4)

test" is the equation 9(1, q2, q3, q4)
Four points

PI,P2,P3

"q

E 9

= 0 where q = (1, q2, q3, q4).

and P4, where Pi =

(Xi,l, Xi,2, Xi,3, Xi,4),

are on the same plane

if and only if the the following derterminant vanishes:
XI,1

XI,2

XI,3

XI,4

X2,1

X2,2

X2,3

X2,4

X3,1

X3,2

X3,3

X3,4

X4,1

X4,2

X4,3

X4,4

=0

We write
PI
P2

=0

P3
P4

as its abbreviation.
A.5.1
Let

Curve vs. surface

f,

9 and h be CSG primitives. We want to find the nearest approach pairs

between the surface
A.5.1.1

f

and the curve 9 n h

The surface is a plane or sphere

Assume that

f

is a plane or a sphere and the nearest approach line contains the

point q E 9 n h. We have to solve 3 equations with 3 variables as listed below (Note
that we can always force the homogeneous variable to be equal to 1 if we determine
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a finite point):
q E 9 test
q E h test

NP(J)
q

=0

NP(g,q)
NP(h,q)
We give an example for this system of equations. To simplify the example, we set
the homogeneous variable to 1. Let

f

= 5((4,0,0),1), 9

= Cy((0,0,0),(0,0,1),2),

h = Co((O, 4, 0), (0,0,1),1,1), and q = (1, x, y, z). The system of equations we have
to solve is:

(x - 2)2 + (y - 2)2 - 4 =
x 2 + (y - 4)2 - z2 =

q E 9 test

°

q E h test
NP(J)

1 4

q

1 x

°z

NP(g,q)

1 0

z

NP(h,q)

z

°y
°
°°

x 2 + y2

°
=0

+ Z2 + Z

The third equation is derived by the fact that N P(J), q, N P(g, q) and N P(h, q)
are on the same plane. Note also that when 9 is a cone or a torus, N P(g, q) has
degree 2. When 9 and h are tori, we need to solve 3 equations whose degrees are 4,
4 and 5 respectively.
A.5.1.2

The surface is a cylinder

Assume f is a cylinder whose axis has direction axis. We need to solve 4 equations
with 3 variables. The equations are listed below:
q E 9 test
q E h test

°
(N P(g, q) - q) = °

axis· (NP(h,q) - q) =
axis·
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Notice that the last two equations are at most degree 2, even if the surface 9 is a
torus.
A.5.1.3

The surface is a cone

Assume

p +t

f

= Co(p, axis, len, wid) and the nearest approach line contains ql

* axis and

q2 E 9

n h.

We have 4 equations with 4 variables.

q2 E 9 test
q2 E h test

axis· (q2 - ql) = IIq2 -

qlll· vi en~id

·d

+Wt 2

ql

=0
N P(g, q2)
N P(h, q2)
The third equation is a quadratic equation and the fourth equation has degree 6
in the worst case.
A.5.1.4

The surface is a torus

Assume

f

= T(p, axis, major, minor) is a torus and the nearest approach line

contains ql = P

+ t * axis

and q2 E 9

nh.

We need to solve 4 equations with 4

variables in order to find the closest approach line.
q2 E 9 test
q2 E h test

axis· (q2 - qI) = IIq2 - qll1 vi

=0
NP(g, q2)
N P(h, q2)

.t

ma]or 2

+t 2
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The third equation has degree 4 and the fourth equation has degree 6 in the worst
case.
A.5.2

Curve vs. curve

We want to find the nearest approach line between the curves gI
Assume the nearest approach line contains qI E hI

ngI

and q2 E g2

nhI and g2 nh 2.
n h2. We solve 6

equations with 6 variables.

qI E hI test
qI E gI test
q2 E h 2 test
q2 E g2 test
qI
q2

=0

NP(gI, qI)
NP(hI,qI)

qI
q2

=0

N P(g2' q2)
N P(h 2, q2)
The fifth and sixth equation are based on the fact that qI, q2,NP(gI, qd, N P(hI, qI)
and qI,q2, NP(g2,q2), NP(h 2,q2) are in the same plane. The degree of these two
equations depends on what hI, h 2, gI and g2 are. For example, if g2 is a plane or a
sphere, then N P(g2, q2) is a constant and the degree of the sixth equation will be
reduced because one row of the determinant is constant. In the worst case, when

hI, gI, h 2 and g2 are all tori, we need to solve 6 equations with degree 4, 4, 4, 4, 6 and
6 respectively.
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A.6

The nearest approach pairs between algebraic surfaces and curves
Consider two algebraic surface J(X1' X2, X3, X4)

sume

= 0 and g(Xl, X2, X3, X4) = 0. As-

(h, [1) is a normal line on f and (l2,1~) is a normal line on g. We also assume

the degree of f is m and g is n. We know the degree for h, 1~, 12 , 1~ is m -1, n -1, m, n
respectively. If (lIl 1~) and (l2, 1~) are the same line, then (lIl 1~)
it, we find 6 equations with degree max( m, n)

f(1,U1,Vl,W1) =

°

and g(1,u2,v2,w2)

=

+ 1.

=

'("(l2, 1~). From

With the other two equations

0, we have 8 equations and 7 variables.

This is worse than the method proposed by Hoffmann [32]. In his paper, 6 equations
with degree max( m, n) and 6 variables need to be solved. So, we conclude that the
Plucker coordinate system is not suggested for finding the nearest approach line in
this case. A similar argument applies to finding nearest approach lines for algebraic
space curves.
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Appendix B: Constant-Time Array Initialization

We solve the following problem: Given a matrix M of size m x n, whose entries
are random,
1. initialize every element of M to unassigned in constant time.

2. For any valid index (i,j), decide whether M[i,j] is unassigned, in constant time.
3. Retrieve or store data in M in constant time.
The solution to this problem is standard material in the theory of algorithms.
We use the matrix M itself, with each element a pointer into a stack S. An entry
of the stack S is a pair consisting of a pointer to M[i,j] and the value of M[i,j]. There
is a variable T that records the top of the stack S. The pointers are implemented as
integers, with M[ i, j] referred to by the value (i - 1)n

+ j.

The pointer part of S[j]

is referred to as S[j].p, and the value part as S[j].v.
1. To initialize M, assign zero to T.

2. To test M[i,j]' retrieve its value k. If k is not in the range L.r, where r is the
value of T, then M[i,j] is unassigned. Otherwise, if S[k].p =I- (i -1)n

+ j,

then

M[i,j] is unassigned. Otherwise, M[i,j] has the value S[k].v.

3. To retrieve the value of M[i,j], do Step 2 above. To assign u to M[i,j] we
proceed as follows: If M[i,j] is not unassigned, then assign u to S[k].v, where
k is the value of M[i,j]. Otherwise, let k be the value of T; assign k

+ 1 to

M[i,j]; assign (i -1)n+j to S[k+ 1].p; assign u to S[k+ 1].v; increment T by
1.

It is easy to see that this correctly implements all operations, and it is clear that each

operation requires constant time, independent of the size of the array or the values
of i and j. Moreover, it generalizes to arrays of any size and dimension.
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